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APOLOGIA 
'The 'f~·inity Review, which languished in 
hibernation with the liberal a1·ts during the im· 
portant but catabolic yea~·s of the War, mal{es 
with this issue its second and latter appearance 
of the year. 
From uniformly l{ind words and a goodly har· 
vest of contributions we mal{e hold to venture 
that it has not failed in its stated purpose to 
bring before the gaze of the College the best 
of current 'T rinitiana. 
Again we than/{ those many who have helped 
us, and reiterate our hope that from these begin· 
nings the Review may again assume the propor· 
tions of an institution of 'Trinity College. 
-THE EDITORS. 
----------~~,----------------~ 
Publi~h~d ~y the under8ra~u~te st1:4de.!'ts_ of. ~ ri~it~ College, _Ha!tfor4, _ qo'!n. ~ 
.., _. ' 
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I Remember What I Am 
Edward B. Burns, '48. 
I am a failure . . . I guess . . . Locked out and 
lonely. 
For me there is no God. 
No God ? ? ? No God is to know there is no 
God. And I do not know that there is no God ... 
Look at my denial ... See . . . I capitalize His 
N arne . . . There is a God and I am His slave, 
not His servant nor His lover but His slave .. . 
Who cannot be but· the slave of Him ... who 
commands my pen to capitalize ... as my knee 
to gC:nuflect and my head to bow at His name .. . 
and my soul in the denial not denying to beseech 
in the midst of naked de- Oh, God - spair. 
There is a God ... I am His slave ... I am a 
failure ... I guess. 
The receptacle of failures, the epitome ot 
failures, the type, the mark, the stamp of Failure. 
Not a grand failure collapsing with wonderful 
thunder and boiling mushrooms of smoke, drag· 
ging behind me kings and empires, inscribing 
history, sculpting the earth, graving the skies ... 
Not Icarus, daring the sun, reaching to heaven, 
almost: I have built me wings, but my soul is an 
anchor ... Not Phaeton, scorching the cosmos, 
turning the great globe to ashes, almost; I have 
borrowed Apollo's car, but I have no driver's 
license. 
Instead ... a success of petty failures . . . 
each the child and image of its predecessor 
. . . little dried peas . .. r:pisfires, hang-fires, slow-
fires, back-fires, noiseless pellets falling unfelt. 
See the bare! egged boy walking to school; see 
the block of marble in the mountain ... while yes-
terday was yesterday and only yesterday-not-a-
minute-later. He a successful walker to s~ool; 
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it a successful block in the mountain . . . See the 
boy in the schoolyard; see the marble in the 
studio ... yesterday, still ... A hand, obtusely 
quintuplicate, moves the chisel ... yesterday 
rung-climbing over successive nows . . . A lad, 
obtusely pr'e-eminent, challenges . . . Who ya 
votin' for, kid? AI Smith, huh? hey guy~ a 
clemuhcrat how would you like a punch in the 
nose demuhcrat ; my arms limp at my sides; 
and another punch in the nose demuhcrat; 
arms that had in Dempsey - pose frightened 
so many mirrors, now limp at my sides; 
and another punch et cetera; sapless arms 
that had taxed fierce pillows and sugar sacks, 
now dangling and refusing; and et cetera and 
et cetera who ya votin' for now, hey? That's 
more like it. Get up and wipe your snotty 
nose . . . The marble was sold to a manufacturer 
of fountain pens, who used it in bases for desk 
sets, $12.50, guaranteed for a life-time. The 
pens wore out yesterday, but not the bases. 
Sissy . . . 
Failure .. . 
And a procession of childhood failures. 
See the youth alone in the locker room 
surrounded by sweaty football clothes . . . by 
mocking, crowding lockers . . . by shout-echoes 
from the playing field . . . by a finger forest, 
reaching touching holding . . . losing . . . so easy 
but lost irretrievable never correctable lost . . . 
crimson shirts cursing, blue shirts jeering, spec-
tators booing, damsels disdaining, Coach-god 
condemning to showers eternal . . . I reach again 
and this time I hold it (Hee-e-e! shriek the grin-
ning lockers) ... Now at West Point I pluck 
from the clouds an impossible pass -while the 
grey-clad cadets send a cheer to the skies and 
these very same damsels yearn (Yi-i-i! scream the 
grinning lockers) ... Larynx swollen, bruised 
and exhausted, lips stung by sweat-salt and tear-
salt. 
Butterfingers . . . 
Failure ... 
And a procession of youthful failures. 
See the man . . . father and husband and head 
of family . . . weary short-tempered father and 
husband and head of family . . . The provider 
. . . the provider of scanty provisions . . . A 
wearier provider as provisions grow scantier and 
shorter of temper with every bit wearier, tem-
per the skewer and I the lover who skewer my 
loved ones and come ever closer to skewering 
love ... and shorter of light-hearted humor to 
temper the dull regime . . . Hail to the postwar 
wonderworld and my hovelhoused Ann red-
handed from scrubbing on scrub-board and 
scrubbing with scrub-brush, drudging in primi-
tive want. Hail to the land of plenty and little 
Anita learning the wanting world . . . And I 
the provider providing short words and short 
rations. 
How did I send my Anita to bed tonight! 
I bounced her and tossed her according to cus-
tom, played our routine of bed-time games, 
tickled her, kissed her, cribbed her and covered 
her . . . then - then scolded -harshly and 
stupidly . . . because she wasn't ready to cease 
as soon as I. 
How did I send my Ann to bed tonight? Did 
I scold her to? . . . No . . . A trivial trifle of 
trouble born of my own trifling negligence . . . 
my private inquisition ... I the inquisitor; I the 
inquisited . . . I offending offended accusing 
accused arresting arrested indicting indicted hear-
ing heard condemning condemned committing 
committed racking and racked • . . Warm sweet 
sympathy urgently needed ... Ann's warm 
sympathy coldly turned aside ... Ann's sweet 
sympathy bitterly turned aside . . . She in her 
bed, and I on the edge of it dumb and remorse-
. ful . . . choked with repentance and empty of 
words . . . remorseful and dumb o • • I love you 
... she said, then faced the wall. 
F"Our 
A failure . . Locked out of a heart and 
lonely. 
There is no loneliness harder to bear than 
failure . . . There is no failure harder to bear 
than loneliness. 
How deathly to be lonely . . . to have lost the 
key to the one heart of all. Unspeakable hate 
is not so deathly . . . hate in the heart, barbed 
to pierce hearts and cling . . . but in the heart 
and piercing hearts . . . searing heat, but heat 
withal . . . Outside the heart . . . loneliness . . . 
clammy .. . and the dull parades of limp failures 
march to the macabre untuned bass. 
And yet . . . I remember when loneliness . . . 
deep in the night and alone . . . Ann and Anita 
sleeping, and I at my work alone . . . when 
loneliness wasn't clammy. When loneliness lay 
with anticipation ... surrendering, conjugate 
. . . sweet pregnant loneliness . . . sweet fetal 
half-dreams gently rocking in amniotic waters 
... Plump one sprawled frog-like on tummy ... 
Warm cocoon and sleeping beloved and well-
remembered darkness. 
Gone, that gentler loneliness . . . I might 
have lived on unaware of the ineffectual sum of 
the ineffectual ... I might have lived on in un-
impeaching ignorance .. . I might have. been 
happy ... I might have ... I might have held 
on to the ball, too. 
Gone, that gentler loneliness . . . Yet nice to 
remember . . o So many things nice to remem-
ber . . . the flood of quiet night, with little chips 
of sound afloat upon it . . . the grandfather 
clock, kit-tocking to the earnest, ceaseless motion 
of creation . . o gentle breathing behind bedroom 
doors, sustaining sleeping creation . . . I, the 
humble husband and father, at work, keeping 
my appointment with the Creator . . . fulfilling 
creation. 
Memories of rich shining mud and the awak-
ening earth . . . rafts built of flotsam, sailed by 
schoolboy Vikings on a wild, uncharted mill-
pond . . . forbidden shortcut through the precise 
confusion of freight-yards . . . soft warm dust 
sifting through barefoot toes . . . clean-smelling 
shower of a summer's evening, and the amber 
sunlight afterwards . . . autumn bonfires, and · 
clothes heavy with smoke ... pink-grey winter 
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afternoons, and shop-windows full of Christmas 
toys. 
Memories of adolescent discoveries . . . of elec-
tricity in the touch of lips . . . of electricity in 
the brush of bodies . .. of pain and gentle remin-
iscence at a rain-soaked cemetery. 
Once I was high over Austria . . . not over 
Austria . ... over the earth . .. not high over the 
earth ... far from the earth, in a big-wombed 
bomber . . . the · earth not a geographic refer-
ence; only a remote magnetic influence diminish-
ing as the square of the distance .. . Below, the 
snowy ocean had washed away the last Alpine 
island . . . behind, squadrons of big-woml5ed 
bombers, following after . . . . above and all 
around, the blue sky, deeper than ever mortals 
.have seen it . .. I the master easing fining polish-
ing the controls, Argus-eyed attendant of planes, 
instruments, and firmament . . . I will it, and 
we sweep through a tum . . . silver backs flash-
ing sunlight . . . silver bellies bursting open, 
spilling out frosty vapor trails . . . sky-shaking 
prop-clearing surge and roar . . . chinning our-
selves on the lower sills of heaven . . . I wasn't 
a failure then . . . I was a very powerful person. 
Once, heavy-hearted, I looked for the mail. 
For Ann ... my promised one . . . kept her God 
in a linen-bound book with gold edges; I mine 
in a red-edged limp-seal volume . . . and it 
seemed for a while that they would not fit on 
the same bookshelf . . . she a thousand miles 
away, or a million, no matter . . . Nights without 
sleep . . . A letter . . . books side by side . . . 
dreams . . . esctatic foreglimpses, forbidden lift-
ing of curtains .. . I woke exhausted and happy. 
Once, at a long-shadowed sunset, Ann and I 
walked into the desert . . . where mauve and 
purple mountains of papier-mache rose sud-
denly from the floor, like tunnels on a toy 
railroad . . . a dun-colored floor, prickly with 
grotesque, contorted growth . . . a gently swell-
ing floor, spreading to the end of the eye, lapping 
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at the sudden mountain coasts . . . Here we 
wandered . . . Ann and I . . . peering, it seemed, 
into a forgotten creation . . . soundless and 
boundless . . . brought into being long ages ago, 
and never looked on since except by a resting 
God . . . Here we wandered, exploring comers 
of our hearts never looked upon before . . . oi 
each other's hearts .. . and of our own. 
Once, on a June's day, Anita and I waited in 
a broad park . . . Ann was gone into the forest 
of buildings on the far border .. . . . Anita not 
two years old . . . a little . toadstool of chubby 
legs and skirt, with Anita on top .. .. .. Then she 
was off to find her Mommy . . . off across the 
sunlit park . . . off towards the forest of build-
ings . . . slowly, yet not with fear, not with 
hesitation, but lei,surely; pausing now and then 
to see the great world from new-gained out-
looks . . . tiny and innocent . . . alone, among 
the liers-on-the grass, the strollers-on-the-paths, 
the hurriers-by . . . needing protection, but not 
knowing it ... having protection, but knowing 
only vaguely in her baby confidence . . . I the 
protector .. . Halfway she stopped . . . a but-
terfly to inspect, or an ant ... and having 
inspected, looked to me for the first time . . . 
smiling . . . no matter the distance between, I 
felt the smiling . . . and smiling back, completed 
the communion . . . Silently we spoke to each 
other .. . more wisely than two adults may speak. 
Hear the kit-tocking of the grandfather clock 
... Hear my two ... my Anita .. . my Ann ... 
breathing softly in the darkness. 
The past, present, and future are all one . . . 
I guess . . . I know .. . even for mortal beings in 
a temporal world . . . This very moment with 
You, dear God, is built of memory and hope. I 
thank You, kind Father, for memory; I thank 
You, sweet Jesus, for Hope . . . Please . . . grant 
me the faith to keep them. 
I wonder if Ann would mind if I woke her. 
Five 
The Strange Case of the Disappearing Liberals 
A Footnote to British History. 
George B. Coopc1·, Assistant Professor of History . 
"I often think it's comical, · 
How nature always does contrive, 
That every boy and every gal 
That's born into the world alive 
Is either a little Liberal 
Or else a little Conservative." 
-Private Willis in Iolanthe. 
"My father was one and then of course 
dear Mr. Gladstone sent a silver mug to 
Cousin Nigel. I wonder why we all aren't 
Liberals anymore. "-Overheard in a May· 
fair drawing room, summer, 1945. 
There is a timeless quality about the political 
observations of the guardsman in Iolanthe. 
Nature still contrives to provide two political 
paths for Englishmen. If the rhyme were 
changed to accommodate Labour, no light opera 
audience in contemporary Britain could quarrel 
with the political perception of Private Willis. 
But the word Liberal already has an antiquarian 
. ring to English ears. It suggests well·run Vic· 
torian houses in Belgravia, daguerreotypes of 
virtuous and successful Manchester manufac· 
turers, free trade, and the Albert Memorial. 
Today the Party's small following walks in an 
.ideological no•man's land. As a political creed 
the Liberal platform has lost its class basis. 
Wracked by internal dissension and reduced by 
apostasy, the Party appears to have arrived at 
that critical stage in which its followers describe 
(This · article is part of a book on various 
uncommon aspects of British life now being pre-
pared by a mem}jer of the history department. 
Mr. Cooper has written a series of fifteen articles 
on ;Brita~n wh.ich are based on his impressions 
durmg his residence there. He plans to write a 
quasi-memoir which will be personal but at the 
same time will deal with his first-hand impres-
sions of events which have some objective his-
torical interest. Other sections of the book deal 
with the peerage, the Church of England, the 
last days of the Churchill government, and the 
beginning of the United Nations in 1946 in 
London.-EDITOR's NOTE.) 
Six 
it as a "frame of mind." No more fataJ thing 
can happen to a political party. In the final 
analysis it means that most people regard a vote 
for the Liberals as a rather whimsical gesture. 
During the 1945 election campaign one fre· 
quently heard drawing room laments for the 
Liberal Party. Many Englishmen were upset 
when they reflected that the party of Mr. Glad· 
stone and Mr. Asquith was no longer the 
alternative to the party of Mr. Disraeli and 
Mr. Balfour. Most people, however, view the 
decline of the Liberals. in the same way that they 
regret the end of the threepenny pint or the fact 
that Spy is no longer around to draw for Vanity 
Fair. They ask "Where is the Liberal Party?" 
in much the same tone of voice they would use 
to inquire into the whereabouts of Charlie Ross 
or the lost Dauphin. But they feel a gas·light 
nostalgia which cannot be translated into action 
capable of reviving the Liberal Party. I venture 
the prediction that the Liberal will not survive 
the first half of the twentieth century. 
From more than one point of view this may be 
considered a melancholy reflection. Some stu· 
dents of British history suggest that the strength 
of parliament in the last century was due to the 
fundamental agreement which existed between 
Liberals and Conservatives. It is claimed that the 
differences were too superficial to cause any 
struggle outside the ordered framework of repre· 
sentative institutions. The Commons flourished 
because it was Disraeli one year and Gladstone 
the next and their respective followers did not 
see the end of England · when one or the other 
formed a government. It has been suggested that 
the disappearance of the Liberals has widened · 
the chasm between parties and that the parlia· 
mentary system may suffer the consequences of 
great difference. Instead of inch·tape political 
distinctions there have been substituted alterna-
tives which can only be measured by yard·sticks. 
Not a few observers see in this trend a definite 
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threat to -.those British institutions which depend 
so much on compromise and good will for their 
successful -operation. 
I believe that this point of view · represents a 
bad reading of the lessons of English history. It 
is fundamentally a left-wing interpretation . which 
has influenced historians in much the same way 
that all left-wing definition and terminology has 
made its mark. The important thing to remem-
ber is that all political and economic thinking in 
Great Britain has moved to the ·left ; generally 
speaking, therefore, . the two great parties today 
·bear the same relationship to each other that the 
two· political parties bore some fifty years ago. 
The social and economic circumstances which 
dissolved Liberalism also affected Conservatism. 
They ·carried the C-onservative ·Party to a new 
·level of: social thinking. When Englishmen 
chooSe between Churchill and Attlee they are 
not making a choice between the party of Balfour 
·and · the party of Keir Hardie. In the fifty years 
since these gentlemen represented Conservative 
and Labour thought, Mr. Balfour's party has 
gone very far to the left and Mr. Hardie's fol-
lowers have _ left the barricades for the bath 
chairs on the :right. The result is that the two 
parties, Conservative and Labour, despite the 
fact that their names suggest philosophies pole.s 
apart, are not representative of tightly drawn 
ideological extremes. I have heard Tories express 
themselves in this way: "We have no quarrel 
with socialism but we don't think the Socialists 
know how to manage it." Liberalism can find 
.no p(ace to settle down in these ~ew political 
relati.onships. Between elections it is the haven 
of tim.ld T()ries_ and timid Socialists. When elec-
tiqn time com~s it tries to pose as a tertium 'quid. 
_But when the ballots are counted it is evident 
that the immutable two party rule of English 
politics has been at work again. 
1945 will be remembered in British history, 
among other things, for the great Labour victory. 
It may be forgotten that the summer of that year 
also witnessed the burial of the Liberal Party. 
An inquiry into the state of Liberalism in 1945 
suggests at least an historical footnote. 
After the General Election of 192 3 there were 
159 Liberals in the Commons. The election of 
19~5 returned only e~even. Because of the over-
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whelming preponderance of Labour (3Q3 seats) 
over the Conservatives (197 seats) the meagre 
Liberal representation cannot bargain as a bal-
ance group. So complete and ~o rapid has .been 
the decline of Liberalism that the Party has not 
had time to divest itself of the trappings of . its 
golden age. The presence, for example, of a great 
many organs of Liberal opinion is likely to con-
fuse foreign observers of the British political 
scene . . The Liberals control newspapers and mag-
azines to an extent which is out of proportion to 
the real ·strength of the platform in the country at 
large. The 'N,ew Ch~onicle (morning circulation 
425,000), the Star (evening, 600,000), -are the 
Liberal organs in London. In the provinces Lib-
erals control the Manchester Guardian and the 
Yor~shire Post. Lady Rhondda's 'Time and Tide 
and G. P. Gooch's Contemporary Review are 
devoted to the Liberal cause. The politically uri~ 
important House of Lorc;ls reveais evidence of the 
Liberal golden age. There are approximately 63 
peers who call themselves Liberals. Many of them 
(such as Viscount Samuel) are Liberal creations 
of fifteen years ago. Most of them are senti-
mental Liberals, holders of titleS that spring from 
Gladstone or Roseberry or perhaps they are 
descendants of the Holland House Whigs of ·the 
Regency. Libera:Jism therefore persists on some 
levels and has died out on others. It has died 
out on the most important level, namely the 
universal manhood suffrage level. 
In the nineteenth century the Liberals pos-
sessed a doctrinaire program which was opposed 
to the restrictions imposed on England by the 
landlord Tory class. In the . period . after the 
Reform Bill of 1832 the Liberals advocated free 
trade, laissez-faire, anti-imperialism, and general 
hostility to all of the Tory policies which inhib-
ited the fullest development of the Industrial 
Revolution. The Liberal Party became the nat-
ural political haven of the middle dass . . Its plat· 
form exuded humanitarianism, sanitation, and 
virtue plus, of course, three percent. When 
subsequent _ reform bills broadened the basis of 
the suffrage, the Liberal Party, as the opponent 
of the crust of tradition, was able to attract ~ 
large section of the working class. But two im-
portant developments forced the Liberals into an 
anomalous position. Fir~t, the Tory Party experi~ 
Seven 
enced a ··structural metamorphosis. Beginning 
with Peel they threw off the incubus of the 
landed interest. Lords of the manor began to 
invut in iron and cotton and manufacturers 
began to buy country estates. By the end of the 
nineteenth century Conservatism could hold the 
manufacturer as comfortably as it could hold the 
squire. It is highly significant that a family of 
Birmingham screw manufacturers called Cham-
berlain could produce, in the twentieth century, 
a Tory prime minister and a Tory foreign secre-
tary. Thus the ground was cut from under the 
Liberals because the exigencies of Britain's eco-
nomic development had changed the Tories. In 
the $econd place, the Liberals lost the working 
class. The growth of unions, further reforms in 
the suffrage, and the general failure of the Lib-
erals to take up the grievances of the working 
class all contributed to the foundation of an 
active Labour Party. The Liberals soon found 
that they were the .guardians of an ambiguous 
doctrine called Liberalism which the working 
class repudiated and which the Tories, mutatis 
mutandis, now claimed for themselves. 
Asquith and Lloyd George were brilliant 
meteors who temporarily blinded English political 
sight. As Liberals they attempted to retrieve 
their position by means of a vigorous program of 
social and economic reform. The first war ruined 
the program and the program itself threw many 
of the Liberals into the Conservative camp. At 
the same time the program did little to divert the 
working class from its natural flight to the 
Labour Party. 
Nothing fails so decisively as failure. When 
it began to appear that the Liberals were fin-
ished, men of ambition turned their attention to 
one of the other parties. Business men desiring 
the aid of a political party began to invest in 
Conservatism. The general process of decline 
was aided by the coalitions of 1916-1922 and 
again after 1931. Many men went into coalitions 
as Liberals but they came out as Conservatives. 
Now on the eve of the election of 1945 an 
accumulation of coalition experiences, class shifts, 
and apostasies had bequeathed to the Liberal 
Party a position which everyone admitted to be 
ambiguous. The Party lacked discipline, funds, a 
class appeal, and numbers. Its party doctrine 
Eight 
was in an amorphous -state. One section fol-
lowed a nineteenth century tradition which 
became a sort of diluted Conservatism when jt 
was projected into the present. Another section 
favored the radical tradition of Lloyd George. 
But even that was a rather fly-blown radical 
tradition. Lloyd George had delighted cockney 
audiences in 1910 by threatening to destroy the 
dukes and earls. In January 1945 he lay on his 
death-bed and feebly accepted the title of Earl 
of Dwyfor. A third wing of the party embraced 
certain professional types, manufacturers of the 
intellectual and humanitarian persuasion such as 
the Cadburys and Rowntrees as well as small 
business men who found themselves uncared for 
by Conservatism and Labour. Another group 
can only be described in an impressionist wa:y 
They were old ladies living at the seaside on 
Victorian annuities, a peculiar type of Briton 
who subscribes to anti-vivisectionism, vegetarian-
ism, missions to the Fijis, and societies for the 
protection of pit ponies. 
Suddenly out of all of this confusion the Lib-
eral Party prepared itself for the 1945 campaign. 
At the time I could understand the optimism of 
the Liberal leaders. A decade had passed since 
the last general election. In the meantime the 
war and the coalition had relaxed partisan dis-
tinctions. Englishmen appeared to be in a mood 
to listen to all sides without reference to 
historical prejudice. 
A great assembly met in London in February 
representing all of the Liberals. Lloyd George'.; 
son shook hands with Asquith's daughter on the 
platform. "This," said Sir Archibald Sinclair, 
"is a meeting of the Liberal Party militant." 
I attended all of the sessions and everyone I met 
told me the same thing. I saw all of the stars 
in the Liberal firmament: Sir William Beveridge, 
the planning Liberal; Lord Samuel the meta-
physical Liberal; Lady Violet Bonham-Carter, 
daughter of Asquith; T. L. Horabin the Labour-
Liberal, and Liberals who represented eveey 
shade of political opinion from the Glorious 
Revolution to the General Strike. 
At the assembly the Liberals adopted a pro-
gram designed to capture the government. They 
called for free trade, a Jewish National Home, 
the end of Franco, and a housing policy pro-
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viding for 750,000 new dwellings over a period 
of five years. As a gratuitous bow to Scottish 
nationalism the platform also included a call for 
an independent parliament in Edinburgh. This 
was based on an ill-calculated estimate of the 
strength of the Scottish separatist movement. 
I thought at the time that the Party deserved 
close attention. I sought interviews with several 
of the Liberal leaders and tried to keep au 
courant of the internal politics of the Party. 
Lady Violet and Sir Percy Harris seemed so 
persuasive on and off the platform and the N.ews 
Chronicle gave so much prominence to the Lib-
eral creed that many persons thought that the 
Liberals would be a very strong and perhaps a 
balancing third. They planned to contest at 
least 400 seats. I believed that the Liberals, if 
their views were presented as a definite and not 
as a rhetorical alternative, might emerge as the 
preference of the independent voters. At the 
assembly the Liberals had adopted the full-
employment policies of Sir William Beveridge. 
In that way they identified themselves with a 
series of proposals which were widely supported 
in the workshops and in His Majesty's Forces 
and they had the attractive advantage of 
orthodoxy in the person of Beveridge himself 
who was Liberal Member of Parliament for 
Berwick-on-Tweed at the time. Again, the type 
of candidate adopted by the Liberals was en-
couraging. More than 200 of them were young 
men serving in the Forces. A majority of them 
were R.A.F. officers, veterans of the gratitude-
making Battle of Britain. The others ranged 
from members of Field Marshal Montgomery's 
staff to a navy rating and a member of W AAF. 
This happy collection of cirumstances created 
an air of optimism in Liberal Headquarters in 
Gayfere Street. At dinner one evening I sat next 
to a man who had served in Libera:! cabinets in 
the past and he told me that he expected that the 
Liberals would hold the balance in the new par-
liament. He predicted forty-five seats. Since it 
was expected that the race between Labour and 
Conservative would be so close he argued that 
the Liberals could influence the Commons as the 
necessary minority. A great campaign for funds 
was opened. The goal was 200,000 pounds but 
it was never reached. As the campaign progressed 
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it was emphasized, and this was of course sour 
grapes, that the Party preferred small contribu-
tions in order to spread the financial interest of 
the group as wide as possible. It wanted to avoid 
the charge of being subsidized by great interests. 
There was no danger of that. The Liberals never 
got beyond the "silver offering" stage. Financially 
they were a cross between Chatauqua and a mid-
w~t meeting that advertised a forceful gospel 
message and a couple of glory trumpeters. 
My main interest during the election campaign 
was naturally in the Labour-Conservative tight. 
But I felt that the progress of the Liberals repre-
sented a good subject of amateur historical in-
quiry on the side. I went to election meetings 
all over the London area and brought home 
reams of pamphlet literature which were fas-
cinating because they gave the foreigner some 
feel for the nuances of English political life. On 
the whole the Liberal campaign was badly waged. 
The speeches were individually excellent but the 
tight as a whole was marred by an individualism 
excessive for practical election purposes. 
When the election was over and the Liberals 
found themselves on the periphery of British 
political life the whole historical pattern became 
clear and it was apparent that 1945 was to bury 
the Party. The obsequies had only been post-
poned because the war and its problems had 
temporarily obscured the real political direction 
of the nation. 
Long run generalizations about the decline of 
parties are important but we run the risk of fall-
ing victim to cliches unless we can analyse the 
short-run reasons for things as well. When the 
election was over I had the opportunity to sit in 
on a conversation among a group of British 
politician~ - members of both houses and of all 
parties - who discussed the reasons for the 
immediate Liberal collapse. An elaboration of 
the notes I took afterwards provides a contem-
porary interpretation which will doubtless be 
hard to reconstruct when the greatly over-rated 
"future historian" gets down to it. 
In the first place the Liberal Party which went 
before the electorate in 1945 was at the tail end 
of an historical evolution which left it philosoph-
ically in a vacuum. But political vacuity is not 
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always fatal in the realm of practical affairs 1f 
there is some form of organi4ation and leadership 
however inane. The so-called Liberal Party in the 
Commons on tbe eve of 1945 was really a series 
of parliamentary blocs. The most prominent one 
was · the "Family Party" comprised of Major 
Lloyd George and his sister Megan. They were 
returned year after year from safe constituen~ies 
in Wales which believed in a peculiar type of 
Welch Liberalism. Then there was a group 
which my informants called the "Ministerial 
Liberals." They were members of Churchill's 
coalition. Sir Archibald Sinclair was Secretary 
for Air, Dingle Foot was Parliamentary Secre-
tary to the Ministry of Economic Warfare, and 
Harcourt Johnstone, Secretary to the Department 
of Overseas Trade. Actually there was no reason 
for their inclusion in the coalition. They held 
office with the same absence of ease that would 
mark a poor relative temporarily housed in 
Junior's room just before the Boy Came Home 
From War. They were very anxious not to 
offend. In or out of the cabinet Sinclair could 
not therefor offer any real leadership. A third 
bloc was led by Horabin who had Labour ideas 
and was therefore anathema to the other blocs. 
He represented a peculiar type of Cornish Lib-
eralism. Then there was the Beveridge group 
headed by Sir William himself. He was a new· 
comer to partisan politics and at the same time 
a very old man. He hoped to become a contro-
versial figure but everyone liked him so much 
that the Labourites made him baron when they 
came to power and the Conservatives flock to 
his shooting parties in Northumberland. One 
group of the Liberals looked upon Beveridge as 
the big drawing card. Party workers were in-
structed to "exalt Beveridge in place and 
authority to the limit, regardless of all ·other · 
claims by other leaders based on long service . . . " 
The practical organi4ation was also amateur. 
The Labour Party rested on a union structure 
and the Tories possessed well-organi4ed and 
active local associations with unbroken tradition. 
The Liberals, on the other hand, had only 
shadow organi4ations in most sections of the 
country and many of them had been hastily con-
stituted after the election campaign began. All 
of the great work of the Liberal political man-
agers of Victorian period had been undone. A 
typical Liberal association of manufacturers of 
1890, for example, would have been changed 
during the past fifty years into a Conservatiw 
club. The Liberals had to seek out new people 
in the manner of a League of Nations Associa-
tion or a Good Government League. One day in 
London a G.I. rang me up to say that he had 
been chosen as a candidate by a Liberal associa· 
tion and to ask if his status as an American would 
be affected in any way if he stood for Commons. 
There was more British history packed into that 
inquiry than in a score of speeches. Presidents 
of the Oxford Union would have fought for a 
place on the Liberal ticket fifty years ago. 
My G.l. client had probably won his following 
by means of a generous party in a Scottish pub. 
The Transfiguration of Billy the Bassoonist 
Glenn W. Preston, '47. 
Billy's father was a fierce looking gri4zly bear, 
seven feet high when he stood erect, and he 
weighed six hundred pounds or more depending 
on how long it had been since last he ate. At the 
sight of a hunter or a woodsman he would be-
come furious. On several occasions he gobbled 
one up. 
Billy resembled his father superficially. Very 
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early in his life, Billy showed himself to be a 
very precocious cub. At the age of two he had 
read every book in the cave, and at three he 
began asking his parents for a musical 
instrument. 
"You ought to be out learning how · to rob 
beehives and sharpening your claws on · bark, 
instead of · moping round home, with your nose 
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in a book," his father would say. Actually, 
though, his father was proud of his extraordinary 
cub and bragged to the other male bears about 
the long words Billy came out with. 
One evening his father came home with a 
queer-shaped hex under his arm. It was a bassoon 
for Billy! 
Billy loved his bassoon from the first, and 
practiced it for hours on end, in spite of his 
father's warning. "Mind you, don't annoy the 
neighbors with it," he had said. While his 
mother fussed about the cave, tidying up and 
preparing meals, she would list~n in wonder to 
her cub playing upon his bassoon, outside under 
the great cedar trees. 
As the years passed Billy learned to play ex-
ceedingly well. Although there was little printed 
music to be had, he improvised much of the time, 
playing whatever notes came into his mind. 
One day an old gentleman; who badly needed 
a haircut, was walking through the woods, com-
muning with nature, when, to his amazement, he 
heard someone playing the bassoon. "Such tone\'' 
he mused, "such facility!" 
When he had listened for ten minutes, he was 
beside himself to find the player. He plunged 
into the brush toward the unusual bassoonist. 
Suddenly he broke into a small clearing, and 
there sat Billy. "Please don't stop," h~ pleaded. 
When Billy had played his entire repertory, the 
stranger was silent in thought for a long time. 
At last he said, "You must come to New York, 
and play in my orchestra. It is the greatest 
symphony orchestra in the world." 
This exceeded Billy's wildest dreams! He as-
sured the gentleman, Mr. Schostivitsky, he called 
himself, that he would be in New York the 
following week. 
"You had better git," warned Billy, "before 
father sees you and eats you up." 
When Billy told his parents about the 
stranger's offer, his father looked very serious for 
a while, then he said, "It would be better for 
you to remain in the woods and live like ordi-
nary bears. Besides, you are too young to go to 
the city alone. . Perhaps in a year or two . . . " 
That night when his parents were asleep, 
Billy crawled from his bed of pine-cones, packed 
his belongings in a handkerchief, took his bas-
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soon, and was about to leave, when he discovered 
his mother standing beside him. 
"I will not try to stop you, Billy," she whis-
pered. "You may never get another opportunity 
like this one to improve yourself. But you must 
never, never forget that you are a bear." 
Billy hastily promised his mother he would 
not forget, kissed her on the cheek, and left. 
When Billy walked into the concert hall, 
everything was in turmoil, and no one noticed 
him at all. At last Mr. Schostivitsky noticed him, 
and greeted him warmly. He called the orchestra 
to order and started to introduce Billy to them, 
but the second flutist, a little mouse of a girl, 
saw him and shrieked; the second cellist, a 
husky amazon, was all for beating Billy's brains 
out with her cello, and dragging him back to the 
zoo. Mr. Schostivitsky had quite a time' getting 
everybody calmed down, but at last they got 
down to work, and Billy acquitted himself very 
well. The mutterings and protests of the other 
musicians gradually gave place to open admira-
tion. 
Of course Billy could not be allowed to play 
at the concerts unless he joined the union. He 
filled out the necessary forms, gave them his last 
ten dollars, and waited. After a stormy all-night 
meeting of the Musicians' Local, his application 
was accepted. 
Billy's first concert was a triumph. When 
Billy first appeared on the stage, many of the 
stodgy stuffed-shirts in the boxes were profoundly 
shocked, but when the concert got underway, 
they ,were transported. "Extraordinary!'' said 
one. 'Tve never heard such flawless bassoon 
playing," said another. 
One critic wrote, "Last night, concert goers 
enjoyed the most surprising treat of the season 
. . . the Philharmonic's new bassoonist plays with 
almost primitive simplicity and spontaneity, and 
does not fail to please all who hear him. Here 
is a truly sincere, unaffected artist of the first 
rank. 
But one thing stood in the way of Billy's 
success. 
"You appearance is your greatest handicap, 
Billy," said Mr. Schostivitsky one day. "Every 
day you grow larger, and your fangs are begin-
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ning to ·sh0W.r .- Sometimes you frighten even me. 
If you looked like an ordinary man, there is no 
~elling to what heights you might rise. That is it! 
Have yourself shaved, buy a wardrobe, and 
invent a regular name; in short, be a man!" 
After a long afternoon with the barber and 
a day with the tailor, Billy felt naked and fifty 
pounds lighter. _However, he would have passed 
for a man in almost any circle, because in circles, 
clothes make the man. After that the other 
orchestra members warmed up towards him 
·noticeably. He began to receive invitations to this 
house and that; indeed, he was fairly lionized by 
the smart set. -Anyone who was anybody would 
not think of throwing an affair, without inviting 
_"that remarkable hear-man bassoonist, Billy," 
now Ernest Ursa. Of course, the novelty of a 
bassqon-playing bear gradually wore off, but 
Billy's easy pleasant wit had won him a perma-
nent place with a large circle of friends. 
One summer a few years later, Ern_est Ursa 
and a group of friends were vacationing in the 
mountains at Mr. Schostivitsky's lodge. They 
fished, and talked, and loafed together; but now 
and then Mr. Ursa would absent himself from 
the group to take long walks in the woods. One 
afternoon on such a walk Mr. Ursa realized that 
he had walked deep into the forest, but every-
thing seemed strangely familiar, like the images 
of an atavistic memory. 
Suddenly he heard a terrifying roar from a 
nearby thicket, and out burst a huge, angry, 
grizzly. 
"Father!" cried Billy. But Billy's father did 
not hear, and certainly he could not recognize his 
son, who had changed so completely since that 
last day. 
In a few moments nothing was left of Billy, 
but a few shreds of his smart tweed cquntry 
clothes. 
I magi nation 
Twelve 
Oh Spirit light, thy touch is free-
dom; 
My narrow life with thee expands. 
The lure of lands unseen beckons 
My sluggish soul to wake. 
The magic realms of alien delight 
wait 
In aura, a constant yearning. When 
Will the chains of fear be stricken 
from me? 
When will my inward fight be won? 
The stern law of man points my 
way 
In familiar roads of security, and 
hope 
Is dying at Convention's altar. 
Weak self, take heart! 
The door is still ajar, and beyond-
your life! 
-Robert W. Herbert, '50. 
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NSO: A Student Aurora 
'Theodore D. Locf<.wood, '48 . 
It was miserably cold; Chicago's that way after 
,Christmas. Nearly all the press ignored the 
meeting. But that did not mean a bad patch of 
news which the usual liberal, sometimes mel-
lowed reporter would skip anyway. The meeting 
just happened to concern students and to have 
been held by students. Moreover, the meeting 
inaugurated the draft work for a National Stu-
dent Organization. It is safe to predict now, 
here in warm New England, that there will be 
a national student organization - hereafter re-
ferred to in the manner of the department of 
lesser amplification as the NSO. It is not so safe 
to predict now the exact form the organization 
will assume. The convention to be held in Sep-
tember at the University of Wisconsin will 
decide that. At least the weather should be more 
pleasant then. In the meanwhile, somewhat pre-
sumptuously perhaps, we feel that someone 
should explain a~d evaluate the work already 
completed and should consider the proposals and 
basic questions involved; for American students 
collectively will become automatically associated 
with whatever passes under the title "NSO." 
Who conceived the idea? The delegates who 
attended the World Student Congress last sum-
mer at Prague felt that there should be a con-
ference in this country to consider the desir-
ability of establishing a national organization. 
The Chicago Conference in December grew out 
of this inter<:st. It may be worthwhile at this 
point to digress. An International Union of 
Students was erected at Prague of which most 
European nations became members. Every major 
country throughout the world except the United 
States has a student organization. The confer-
ence having been held in the shadowy doorway 
of Czechoslovakia; it is not surprising that the 
contemporary herring was dragged into Amer-
ican comments. This much can be said: the com· 
munists are working strenuously to gather in all 
the reins and turn the body toward active politi· 
cal work. Already political motives hav~ become 
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far more pervasive than they lould ever be in 
the NSO. Yet the IUS is an organ for inter-
national peace. If its processes may be directed 
away from disintegrating forces toward under· 
standing, students may achieve a basic unity. As 
with all changes, all developments, we would 
have to work for it. Thus, however extensively 
the IUS may be dominated by communists (con-
cerning which we frankly are not prepared to 
pass the popularly demanded, final judgment), 
it would seem mandatory that we participate in 
the work of that body to make certain that the 
usual accusations do not become thoroughly 
justified. The overworked analogy of the League 
of Nations immediately comes to mind. 
Similar rumors have been circulated, !Orne-
times unwittingly, concerning the Chicago Con· 
ference. We submit that these are generally 
unfounded. No matter what the character of 
the origin may have been, we can determine the 
substance of the NSO. That means dropping in 
on the editorial page, so to speak, before jumping 
to the sports or theatre section. The NSO may 
more easily fall under conservative and confused 
domination than communist control- "con· 
fused" so far as religious doctrine, political 
ideology, or social policy may be introduced into 
what should be a strictly student qua student 
matter. The majority of the three hundred or 
so colleges actively working in the formation of 
this body indicated that they were not interested 
in an organization representing any religiom, 
social, or political coalition. The basis for decid· 
.ing whether to support such a group rests obvi· 
ously on whether we feel there is need for a 
workable, recognized, and representative student 
organization. 
Why is the NSO needed? What can it do? 
fhe reasons are both national and international; 
national so far as we recognize a set of aims com-
mon to American students, international so far 
as we admit the necessity for better understand-
ing between nations. We need higher educational 
'Thirteen 
standards. For some reason laxity in the de-
mands for honest, intellectual production has 
been introduced since the war. The pressure of 
~umbers has brought in the "diploma mill." 
Many colleges, Yale as well Trinity, are con-
fronted with problems in student government. 
The NSO , couttl contribute to solving both 
problems. That not every purpose of such a body 
will apply to each campus is obvious. In fact, 
one task is . to make the aims of the NSO broad 
enough to serve whatever are the needs of each 
of the more than two million college and uni-
versity students. · Nationally the NSO can 
increase student consciousness-of common goals, 
community or individual, curricular or extra-
curricular. 
Probably the greatest appeal at present lies in 
international activities. A number of students 
are anxious to go abroad this summer for study. 
To this end it was recommended at Chicago that 
the International Activities Committee of the 
Harvard Student Council make available its ex-
tensively compiled information on international 
student exchange, travel, relief, and rehabilita-
tion. 'The Students International Activities Bul-
letin was published for this purpose by the 
National Continuations Committe e. This 
newssheet was posted, and its contents have been 
summarized in the 'Tripod. It demonstrates what 
the NSO can provide. 
"Cultural" is a dangerous adjective. When 
we say that the NSO can foster "student cultural 
activities, what do we mean? First, we imply 
the widest possible circulation of advances in 
pure, natural, industrial, and social sciences -
add the fine arts if you wish. Such information 
·would tend to build up a certain sensitiveness 
of student contributions to that which we label, 
equally dangerously, American culture. Rotat-
ing exhibits, sponsorship of national student con-
ferences in law, history, philosophy, etc.; these 
would be possible methods. A small college 
stands to profit most from this process, for insti-
·tutions such as Trinity cannot of themselves 
arrange for such interchange. This in turn 
would extend student awareness of common, 
cultural problems within the country. Inter-
nationally the issue becomes even more pregnant. 
We talk of "conflicts of culture; the battle of 
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civilizations." The only way we can appreciate 
cultural or intellectual differences is through the 
meeting of civilizations on some common ground, 
e.g. education. Isolation will not bring about 
peaceful understanding of different "ways of 
life." The NSO will naturally work as closely 
as possible with UNESCO. But then this wholo! 
argument may be termed "pie in the sky." Is 
that the perpetual answer to anything suggesting 
supra-local relationships? The critic is right when 
he asserts that you get out only what you put 
into something. It's hackneyed, but surprisingly 
pertinent to the comparison of attitudes and 
approaches. The phrase could well serve as the 
theme of the NSO. 
There are other purposes. To wit: "To secure 
for all people equal rights and possibilities for 
primary, secondary, and higher education regard-
less of sex, race, religion, political convictions, or 
economic circumstances." This is ideal; it 
should not have to be so considered. It belongs 
to democracy, whether a way of life or a form 
of government. Unfortunately, some persons 
have willfully construed this purpose to mean 
that the NSO is designed exclusively to force 
Negro students into every institution. This is 
sheer perversion, subscribed to only by those who 
will not recognize that discrimination is prac-
ticed. The students at the Chicago Conference 
supported almost unanimously the belief that the 
racial problem should be approached only over 
a period of time by those who are most directly 
concerned. They did not believe legislation can 
enforce agreement. We emphasize this attitude, 
for it exemplifies . something thus far charac-
teristic of the work done for the NSO; namely, 
that such a body is a study in the toleration of 
variety. In no sense would the NSO argue for 
the imposition of uniformity. Each college re-
tains and will retain the right to accept or reject 
whatever is proposed. 
We have mentioned some methods by which 
the program of the NSO might be supplemented. 
One of the fundamental means lies in what is 
most easily termed "a national clearing-house.'' 
This function involves pooling. The contribu-
tions of one student body would be at the dis-
posal of another. Too often, though, we tend to 
expect derivatives where we've posited no rad-
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ical or base. It should be apparent that the NSO 
will not act as nursemaid, to change metaphors, 
tc bodies educational. As we underscored above, 
the individual college will benefit only so far as 
it exerts itself. To some this recognition would 
seemingly negate the value of the NSO. Is noth-
ing to be gained, then, by participation? Is there 
no "power of suggestion?" If an answer is 
needed, it is appropriate to repeat, in part. The 
program of surveys on student problems and 
needs such as housing, books, etc., the integration 
of collegiate publications, the regional activities 
and relations- all these, then, would tend to 
stimulate the individual university or student 
body. The conferences themselves can aid in 
breaking down non-intellectual provincialisms. 
We have carefully used "the" before the 
initials NSO. We are not being pedantic; we are 
trying to point up the fact that there will be a 
National Student Organization. At present it is 
difficult to evoke a great deal of enthusiasm for 
what appears to be merely gove~nmental, consti-
tutional bickering. Maybe a movie on the devel-
opment would create more interest - as part of 
a double feature. But let's not lose sight of thP. 
picture for the film. When we work nationally, 
we need a prescribed framework within which to 
operate. Sometimes the task of formulating 
these principles is tedious and undramatic. The 
lack of color, the seeming unproductivity, should 
not deter us from participating in the ground-
work nor jettison our hopes. The vigor of the 
organization will become more apparent as the 
work adds fresh strands to the new cable. Future 
twistings should seek to add strength, not weak-
ness.· But the cable will contain only the metal 
fibers which concern students as students. But 
why belabor the analogy? It is all obvious. Once 
again, the organization can act as the official 
student voice in educational matters. To be 
effective and authoritative, the organization must 
be truly representative. To be a student organ-
ization, it must be free from political, religious, 
or social pressures and not interfered with by 
college administrations in its functionings. The 
NSO should be democratic and responsible to the 
students of this country. Only then can it expect 
the support of colleges and universities, the 
respect of students. 
A Matter of Life and Death 
John B. Par~s. '48. 
Ensign James Perkins stepped across the coam-
ing into the little compartment of his command-
ing officer, Lt. (jg) Andrew Spondo. "Request 
permission to get off this pig-iron wash tub for a 
little liberty, captain." 
. "Okay, son. Underway at noon tomorrow." 
"Yeah. Need anything over on the beach? 
Bottle of Scotch?" 
"Naw. Have a couple for me tonight. Got 
anything lined up?" 
. "Just give me an hour. rm going inland like 
a salmon to spawn. Instinct." 
Spondo looked sharply at him. "Shut up, 
Jimmy. Stay loose." 
"Right." 
"How are the boys." 
"Fine. Ignorant and happy. Hang on, Andy. 
Back for breakfast." 
Perkins made his way through a narrow pas-
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sageway and out onto the deck. It was dark, 
and the rain had turned to hail. Round about 
the ship red anchor lights sh~wed faintly, but out 
further the harbor was completely black. It was 
quiet, he thanked God. All afternoon the port-
able compressor had been throbbing, and along 
with the continuous loused-up jazz from the yard 
public address system and chipping hammers 
from dozens of neighboring berths and shrill 
bosun's pipes, its noise had grated hard. Now 
only the bare, distant scrum-scrumming of the 
ship's little diesel was in his ears. 
He walked aft, got a flashlight from the petty 
officer at the quarterdeck, and looked over the 
plates beneath the depth charge racks. Secure. 
The new plate the civilians had slapped on that 
afternoon was clumsily-caulked, but what the 
hell? Charges in place; release gear okay. He 
came forward on the icy steel and tossed the 
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flashlight to the petty officer, who asked, "Any 
commendation from the unit commander yet, 
Mr. Perkins?" 
Perkins laughed. "From Captain Fathead? 
No. Don't you know we have to bring him the 
commandant's ears and necktie before we 
get credit?" 
"But the fly-boys must have got some pictures.'' 
"Too busy counting their flight skins. And if 
there's any credit for a positive kill, they'll prob-
ably take it." 
"Any more dope on the sister ship, sir?" 
"Gone back to Kiel. Scared skinny. Gonna 
tell Doenitz and Raeder the water's too hot 
around here." Perkins flicked a salute towards 
the stern and skidded jerkily down the brow. 
Back to Kiel, hell! He looked at his watch: 
8: 1 5, time for good little salmons to start flipping 
their fins. U-767 and U-76S, buddies,- sisters. 
Probably those fair-haired squirts out there were 
shuffiing up the cards for a game of cribbage. 
Or what did they play? Bridge? Checkers, 
maybe? U-767: killed, dead, damned well dead, 
blasted, buried, sunk in the sea. Probable kill? 
Probable? Eight shallow patterns, six of them 
clean beam shots. Range so short it buckled our 
own deck plates. Funny how the underwater 
seams held. Oil, debris. Lung tissue floating all 
over the place. Yeah, Captain Fathead, prob-
able. Very probable. 
He caught a cab at the yard gate and slid into 
the cold leather seat. "The Blue Slipper. 97th 
near Cypress." Or maybe they sang songs while 
somebody played the guitar. Did the Germans 
play guitars? U767 and U-768, launched at 
Bremerhaven in December, '43 . Hot as fire-
crackers: new dual purpose five-fours, range up 
to twenty-two thousand yards. Underwater 
maximum, fourteen knots. Surface cruising, 
nineteen. Surface maximum, twenty-one. Crack-
erjacks. Commands ~iven Oberleutnants Henrich 
B. Schlunnsman and Gerhardt T . Klopfenstein, 
smart cookies. Knocked off four convoys, re-
fueled in the Keys. Probably fattened the fair-
haired squirts up on American bananas; then 
up north again for the jackpot, Sandy Hook. 
Intelligence boys knew them like a couple of pet 
fleas. Foxy characters, those intelligence. Had 
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it all down in weekly pamphlets. Operating 
areas, instructions, past records, battle tactics, 
everything. Just one little thing : they didn't 
know how to tell Captain Fathead. 
He handed a five dollar bill to the cabbie and 
told him to keep the change. The sidewalk 
world, the civilian world, was strange. People 
walked by smiling, not a care in the world. No 
ships, no engine scrum-scrumming in his ears. 
The lights glossed merrily on newly-iced lamp· 
posts. Cars honked and loomed past. In Perkins' 
eyes the street scene grew smaller, then larger, in 
a fantastic atmosphere of ancient familiarity and 
new strangeness; reality and phantom. 
Crossing the sidewalk, he felt intensely healthy. 
Even though the ground swayed slightly under 
his sea-legs, there was an eager sense of leather 
in his skin and iron in his bones. He entered the 
Blue Slipper, tossed his hat to Mary, and walked 
to the bar. Tinkly-looking crystal, the long blue 
mirror, and the polished bar were as he remem-
bered them. Roger and his Rhythm Rockets 
began to play music, and a few couples dal'lced 
back and forth beneath the cone of drapes. At 
the end of the bar three enlisted men in blues 
sang and waved beer glasses. The object was a 
pudgy redhead halfway down the bar, alone. In 
spite of her obvious slickness, she was flustered 
by the singing. Target. 
"Hey, bartender. Ask Red if she wants to 
have a soda with two straws. Tell her I'm a 
gent." The bartender went to her, bent across 
the bar, and whispered. The redhead smiled, 
looked sidelong at Perkins and plucked delib-
erately at her ear. She turned her eyes away. 
The bartender came back and told him she 
was married. Perkins picked up his drink and 
went to the redhead, taking a stool beside her on 
the side towards the enlisted men. The singing 
and beer glass waving stopped abruptly. The red-
head was about a hundred and thirty-five 
pounds, not bad looking, and perhaps thirty years 
old. She wore a black silk dress that shimmered 
nicely over the slight bulges. 
Perkins said, "Big, protective male rescues fair 
damsel from nasty wolves, in accordance with 
line number 328, section four, paragraph six. 
Next step is to lay my coat over the brass rail 
arid bow gracefully as you step across. All set?" 
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He undid the top button of his coat and swung 
one leg to the floor. 
The redhead said, "Terrific, sonny. You 
knock me out." She went back to her drink. 
Smiling tolerantly, he squirmed back on the stool 
and ordered two drinks. The bartender meas· 
ured out his bourbon into a jigger, then flipped 
it into a taller glass with ice and soda. For the 
redhead he poured a manhattan out of a bottle 
of ready·mades. He put a new cherry in her 
glass and pushed the drinks across the bar. 
She acknowledged the drink by raising it 
slightly in Perkins' direction before putting it to 
her lips. He tried again: "Like to talk to your· 
self? Ev.er try a conversation?" 
"Yes. I talk to my husband whenever he's 
home." 
Perkins tried to smile, but he could not. He 
allowed himself to hunch forward with his arms 
locked over the edge of the bar. He drank some 
bourbon, focussed his eyes on the knob of a beer· 
spigot, and thought. 
"Only the brave, 
Only the brave deserve the fair ." 
Sticky and sloppy. That was nothing, com· 
pared to the letters in his pocket. "Heart of my, 
heart, bearer of a love too fine to last," and the 
one to the old man, " .. . conviction is inescapable 
and fear is useless." Messy. No use trying to. 
Ah, hell, burn 'em. U·768 lying out there on 
a ten·fathom sandy shelf. Coiled snake. Dual 
purpose five·fours, good range,- no use wasting 
a pickle on that pig iron wash tub. Klopfenstein 
telling the boys a good·night story over the 
squawk· box: bela yen das torpedoen tomorrow, 
das feuren das five·four on das gesurface; das 
American habt gekilled meiner buddy; tomorrow 
night, geblasten them. Salmon,-a little salmon 
splashing around in a mud puddle. They got 
him coming and going. Yeah, Andy, I'll shut 
up. The salmon tried to catch a walrus and mis· 
fired . Klopfenstein, what a name. Probably 
weeping blood for his buddy. Tough. 
Perkins looked up and saw the redhead watch· 
ing his face in the blue mirror at the back of 
the bar. Her eyes were strong and searching. 
He finished up his drink, glanced at hers, and 
orderep two more. She spoke: "What ship are 
you on?" 
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"Me? I've got a job over here in the yard 
painting seagulls white. Lots of fun. Plenty time: 
off." 
The redhead took his hand from the edge of 
the bar and pressed it. She smiled. "My name 
is Ethel." 
Perkins, turning to her with a surprised smile, 
was curious. What happened? Why did the 
walrus change its course? Why did the redhead 
change her mind? 
For the n~xt hour, he kept the talk running. -
He could feel his voice taut and sad in his throat, 
but there was wit on the surface. When there 
was nothing to smile about and nothing to say, 
he kept his face turned towards the band, away 
from Ethel. About twelve·thirty she went o~t 
to the powder room, and he was alone with 
his bourbon. . 
Very probable, Captain Fathead, very. But 
don't think anything of it. Send us out to our 
good old oysterbed again tomorrow night. U-768.? 
Vanished. Your boys have monkeyed around all 
day in their big fat blimps, and they couldn't find 
her. Destroyer escorts have been pinging off the 
deep bottoms for twenty·four hours, .and they 
can't find her either. No need to check the 
shoals. Hell, no. And zig·zag plans? Same as 
always. Blue Zebra, change twelve to· Green Fox, 
same as Klopfens~ein 's got right on his plot 
board. Don't worry if the boys bitch. Just send 
them that cute little love note you use, "Suggest 
you suggest less and sink more." Clever. You 
know the angles, Fathead. Relax, Fathead. 
You'll know tomorrow night where U:768 is. 
Ethel came back to her stool just before clos· 
ing time, wearing her coat and hat. The bar· 
tender turned the lights on and off several times, 
and the Rhythm Rqckets put their instruments 
in cases. People walked to the door. 
Oh God, Oh Jesus God, don't let her leave 
without me. Oh please, oh God, mal{e her come 
to me. 
Ethel stood up and said, "Going home?" 
"Yeah. Can I take you?" 
"Sure.· Come on." 
"Anyone home?'' 
Ethel smiled, her eyes teasing, into Perkins' 
tense face. She took his hand. "All right, sailor. 
Take it easy." 
* * * 
Seventeen 
Perkins woke up. with the sun in his eyes.· He 
looked out the window. Ice gone, depth charge 
racks would be free. Ethel was still sleeping 
~hen he finished dressing. He tossed his watch, 
a religious medal with a silver chain, and an 
identification bracelet on the bed beside her. 
Money? Why not? He drew seven twenty-
dollar bills from his wallet and -tossed them 
there too. When he reached the door, Ethel 5aid 
in a low, wide-awake voice, "You're not going to 
hell, Jimmy." He laughed and left, 
* * * 
·That night the sea was dead calm, but the sky 
was blacked. Perkins, standing the midwatch, 
was dull, his attention paraly~ed into the radar 
scope. At 0118 the sky burst into brilliance. 
He stepped out on the wing of the conn and 
looked up to see a flaming star shell floating down 
from a thousand feet overhead. General quarters. 
.. The first salvo from the five•four '\Mhined 
through the dark and splashed clear of the star-
board beam. The twenty-millimeter forward 
began firing into the night. The second salvo 
landed just short of the port bow and threw 
water over the pilot-house. Six seconds. A flash 
in the distance. 
Perkins' head and about half his spine smacked 
against the after bulkhead of the pilot-house. A 
leg rolled along the deck, and the trunk slopped 
like jelly over the crumpled brass binnacle . . In 
a series of cra~y heaves, the steel weather deck 
slipped to the water line. Flash explosions 
flicked quick paths of light over the water to the 
U-768, which lay cigar-like and steady in quiet 
triumph. The flaming wreck slid under the 
roily waves, and then the submarine submerged 
in snickering ripples. The sea recovered its black 
gloss,- smooth as the surface of life, and smooth 
as the surface of death. 
~~ 
To a Maniac 
You have created your Utopia. 
While Rousseau's paradise is phantasy 
Your own is real, secure. What mania 
Can ·this be called? What incongruity 
Exists as you expound the principle 
On which your dream-existence rests? For you, 
The earth, its purpose inconceivable, 
Is cast aside, and in its place, a new, 
A happy world, a planet understood 
By you alone, becomes a fact. Who could 
Dispute your right to dream? Unhampered by 
The calls of narrow, earthly life, you wing 
A pathless route, through joy. And when you 
die, 
A host of angels yoU created, sing! 
* * * * * 
Nocturne 
The vast intolerance of tolerance 
Disgusts and sickens one. The hateful smug 
Complacencies of earth-bound saints who hug 
The air beneath their tight-lipped faith incense 
And terrify the rational. Behold 
The selfishness of selflessness, the drab 
Design of chastity's conceit. How cold 
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The crass possessiveness, the crawling crab -
Like greed, which flaunts its impure self as love, 
Appears. The banal platitudes which pass 
As wisdoms, and the rank hypocrisies 
Which sit as truths are hideous. This mass 
Of f~ult is shrugged away as "frailties." 
By Christ, the stench must sicken God above! 
* * * * * 
State of the Nation 
Beyond this hill, alive with nature's song, 
The fields unfold in thoughtless symmetry; 
As pages of a manuscript belong 
In one set pattern, meaningless if not 
So placed, the valley glows with purity 
Of form, yet casual, as if begot 
By some great artist as a child, ama~d 
At genius, all the while possessing it. 
The sun is silent as it fills the air 
With heavy warmth. All movement stops. · -A 
pair 
Of gliding birds hangs motionless in flight. _ · 
The grass and treeS stand numb. This sight 
Of still perfection, waiting to be praised, 
Smiles as a perfumed bre~e caresses it. 
-Edward F. Albe-e, '50. 
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Tempo of the Times 
George W. Stowe, '49. 
As I walked down Riz.al Avenue in Manila, 
my attention was only desultorily distracted by 
the continuous procession of small, run·down 
cafes and drinking places. For I had already 
spent a couple of months in his debilitated and 
war-devastated city and had come to accept its 
picturesquely dilapidated restaurants as all of one 
kind. They were usually crowded by raucous G I 
spendthrifts, who were willing to pay two and a 
pesos for a bottle of beer and the privilege of 
listening to a broken-down piano and a Filipino 
chanteuse who vociferously shouted American 
songs in a peculiar accent. 
My business took me to a little photography 
shop, which was adjoining a typical-looking spot 
known as the La Fiesta Cafe. While waiting, I 
could not help but overhear the jingling tonalities 
of a piano, which had, no doubt, seen better days 
The pianist, though, sounded somewhat more 
agile than the usual run. 
Peering in, I noted a. young Filipino, perhaps 
twenty·five, who was sitting in a straightback 
chair in front of a weather-beaten upright, 
pounding out a sentimental ballad. The most 
noteworthy thing about him, though, was his 
seeming indifference to his own pianistic efforts. 
He had an American comic paper stuck up on 
the music rack before him and was smiling quietly 
at the funny paper antics, as he played. I sat 
down at a table near the door to observe a 
typical Manila scene. 
He was certainly a clean·cut, intelligent· 
looking fellow and radiated an intangible some· 
thing which people might call good·naturedness. 
Now and then a half-inebriated GI would pick 
his way over to the piano, throw his arm over 
the pianist's shoulder in a gesture of rare good 
fellowship, and request a popular tune. 
"Say, buddy, I'm from Texas. How about a 
chorus or two from Mexicali Rose?'' 
The pianist would look around with his infec· 
tious smile and retort with a chuckle and a 
positively-spoken "Sure." Thereupon, a grate· 
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ful Texan would usually plunk down a peso note 
in appreciation. 
Our Filipino piano player was a typical· 
looking example of his countrymen, with per· 
haps some of the characteristic appearance of the 
Spaniard as well. He had jet-black hair and the 
usual dark skin of the Manilans. However, he 
was somewhat taller and more solidly built than 
the average Filipino, who is a small man. His 
dark skin made an effective contrast with the 
immaculate white suit he was wearing. And his 
white shorts did not seem ludicrous or out·of· 
place here in Manila, where almost every kind 
of habiliment was to be seen. 
During a lull in the proceedings our pianist 
suddenly began to play a part of DeFalla's Ritual 
Fire Dance. It took me completely by surprise 
being so unexpected in a place like this. 
Naturally, · he must know some Chopin. I 
wandered over to the battered upright and made 
a casual inquiry. "Sure" was his characteristic, 
hearty comeback. He played the Waltz in 
C Sharp Minor, the "Military" Po!onaise, and 
the .Fantasie Impromptu. 
I pulled a chair up to the piano, the better to 
listen. He continued the totally unexpected per· 
formance by playing "Revolutionary" Etude and 
then one movement from the Grieg Concerto. 
This fellow was really good and played with 
wonderful agility and freedom. I could not 
cease to wonder that such a talented musician 
had to work here for a few pesos an evening. 
Gradually he revealed his identity and how 
he came to work here. His name was Moses 
Rachea and he was a music teacher in Manila. 
At one time, before the war, he had been official 
pianist with the Manila Symphony and had 
played all the standard concertos with that 
aggregation. 
But he and the conductor of the orchestra had 
not been able to get along well together. When 
the symphony had been reorganiz.ed after the 
war, he had not been called back to his old posi· 
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tion. Consequently, he had become a music 
teacher and an occasional piano ph{gger for 
such dingy little cafes as this. Of course, he 
didn't enjoy playing this bump-ta-ta stuff, but 
necessity had somehow decreed that it was to be 
his way of making a living. 
There was a tipsy voice from one of the tables. 
"Hey, how about some good stuff for a 
change? Do ya know Sweet Su_e?" 
The piano began to jingle once again-and sud-
denly I became conscious that I was bac'k in just 
another Manila cafe. 
Scavenger Hunt 
Merritt Johnquest, '47. 
When Cissie Lawler throws a party, every-
body goes, because Cissie is a girl with imagina-
tion and no inhibitions, and her parties are in-
variably terrific. She used to be bothered by a lot 
of uninvited guests, but they don't show up any 
more. Not since last fall when she lured the 
dm;en or so party crashers into a windowless 
laundry room in the basement and locked them 
in for the night. She's capable of almost any-
thing; so when I received notice of the scavenger 
hunt, I knew that the lid was off for the evening. 
So I asked Betty Hemmings to come with me, she 
being reasonably durable, and Fred took Marge, 
as usual. 
We went in my car and arrived at Cissie's 
place out in Glenwood Park at about eight-thirty. 
The house is huge. You could dynamite the East 
wing without breaking any windows in the other 
end. The gang was gathering down in the 
rumpus room, so we joined the crowd and had 
a couple of drinks while we waited for the late-
comers. When everyone had arrived, Cissie 
hauled George away from the piano and took 
the floor. She didn't waste any time. 
"As you all know," she said, "This is a 
scavenger hunt, but since I don't want the house 
cluttered up with a lot of junk, the list is short. 
Everyone should be back here by one-that's the 
dead-line- and then the fun begins. The first 
car back with all of the-ah-required articles 
gets a case of good Scotch for every person in it. 
Any group returning without at least two ·of 
the items gets fined ten dollars per person and has 
to return their expense money. Every driver gets 
an envelope with the list, instructions, and 
twenty dollars for expenses. Don't open the en-
Twenty 
velopes until you're in your cars. Take off!" 
So she passed out the envelopes and all of us 
rushed to our cars. When we got to mine I 
turned on the over-head light and opened the 
envelope. There was a twenty-dollar bill and 
a typewritten page. I began to read it out loud. 
"You've heard the instructions- now here's 
the list: 
1. A bird in a gilded cage. It must be a live 
bird, able to sing. 
2. A dog with a black spot around one eye. 
No paint-jobs, please. 
3. Three mice, not necessarily blind, and 
alive." 
About then Fred said, "What's she trying to 
do- start a zoo?" 
"Looks like it," I said, then, "Oh-Oh! Get a 
load of this. For a minute I thought Cissie was 
losing her grip, but she sure isn't: This is going 
to be some party." 
"Number four, and the last one," I read, "A 
gen-u-ine prostitute which must be picked up on 
the street because I don't want the party mov-
ing down to the Green Lantern. To make it 
easier, the returned expense money and the fines 
will be divided among whatever ladies of the 
evening appear." 
Fred gave a low whistle and the girls laughed. 
Betty said, "Leave it to Cissie to take care of 
the stags." 
"Let's have a drink on that one and then get 
started," said Fred. He had a bottle of Canadian 
Club which he passed around. We all had a 
drink and then we headed for town. 
The "bird in the gilded cage" and the mice 
were easy. Marge borrowed her aunt's canary, 
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a.p.d we painted the Chinese red cage with gilt 
paint that my kid sister had used to make Christ-
mas cards. The janitor in Betty's apartment 
house kept white mice, and he parted with three 
of them for three dollars and a couple of drinks 
of the Canadian Club. But no one knew of any 
dogs with shiners, and we still had to find num-
ber four. It was ten-thirty by this time, so we 
drove down to Railroad Avenue and cruised 
along with our eyes peeled for either a spotted 
dog or a "lady of the night." There was a great 
deal of speculation as to what she'd be like, and 
just how the party would turn out. The con-
sensus of opinion was that the party couldn't be 
anything but a riot. 
We didn't see what we wanted along Rail-
road Avenue and we did see two other cars from 
the party, so I drove over to the section of East 
Main Street that is just one long succession of 
dingy bars and up-stairs hotel entrances. We 
idled along for about three blocks, but all of the 
women we saw were either with men or else 
grandmothers on their way home from the 
movies. We had almost reached Walnut Streef 
when Marge giggled from the back seat. 
. "That looks like one over there in front of 
that pawn-shop." 
I glanced up and then pulled over to the curb. 
"Looks like the McCoy," said Fred. 
It was a girl in a brown coat with some kind 
of fur on the collar, and she was facing the 
lighted window of a pawn shop, but she didn't 
seem to be looking too hard. 
"You're the roue of this outfit," I said to Fred, 
"Go see if you can do us some good." 
Fred cracked back at me, and then we argued. 
Finally we flipped a coin, and I lost. 
"Don't get too engrossed in your work," 
Betty said. They all had a laugh as I left the 
car. I felt foolish. 
I walked across the street and stood next to 
the girl, looking into the window. I might have 
been a barber pole, for all the attention she paid 
me. My knees were a little shaky. I took a 
deep breath. 
"Waiting for someone?" I asked. 
She lifted her hand and patted the bleached 
hair over her right ear as 11he turned and looked 
me over. 
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"I might be," she said finally. 
That left me with the ball, but I didn't quite 
know what to do with it. There wasn't any 
expression on her face -just a lot of make-up. 
She could have been anywhere from 18 to 35. 
I thought of trying a Humphrey Bogart routine, 
but I decided against it and took another deep 
breath. 
'Tve got a proposition that might interest you," 
I said. 
She moved an eyebrow. "Well?" 
"How would you like to make some money?" 
She laughed a little without moving her lips. 
'Tm not out here for my health, fella." She 
moved a little closer to me and touched my coat 
sleeve. "Do you want to come with me?'' Her 
smile was an after-thought. I could feel Betty 
and Fred and Marge laughing across the street. 
"No," I said, "This is the deal. There's a 
party out at this girl's place-" 
And then, for some reason, I felt embarrassed. 
"Here," I said, and I handed her the type-
written note. "It's a sort of scavenger hunt. If 
you come with us you get twenty dollars plus 
whatever is turned in, and that will probably be 
a lot." 
I explained the whole thing to her, told her 
approximately what Cissie had told us before 
we started. I felt awkward as hell. She listened 
without saying a word, staring down at the note. 
Then she looked up at me. 
"What's the catch?" 
"No catch at all," I said, "It's just the way 
I told you. You get a rock-bottom minimum of 
twenty dollars, cash, and if we're the first ones 
back I'll see that you get a case of scotch that's 
worth at least a hundred dollars. Besides that, 
the party should be fun ." 
She studied the list again and I iiaw her jaw 
muscles tighten. 
"It's on the level, huh?" Her voice was 
uncertain. 
"That's right, it's on the level. My friend and 
our girls are across the street waiting in my car." 
She looked across at the car and then bent over 
the list again. I couldn't see her face. Then she 
squared her shoulders. 
"Okay," she said, "Give me the twenty dol-
lars and let's go." 
Twenty-One 
We walked over to the car and I opened the 
back door on Fred's side so that he would be 
sitting between her and Marge. 
I said, "That's Betty up front. This is Marge 
and Fred, and I'm Ken. What's your name?" 
She sat back on the seat and looked straight 
ahead. . 
"My name's Helen." 
We all said, "Hello, Helen." Marge giggled. 
I got in behind the wheel and we drove off. 
"Now,"I said, "Where in hell are we going to 
find a dog with a black eye?" 
"How about the city pound?" asked Betty. 
"It's closed at night." 
"We haven't got much time. It's eleven-
thirty." 
In the rear-view mirror I saw Helen light a 
cigaret. Betty twisted fn the seat and spoke 
at her. 
"Maybe Helen knows where we could find .1 
dog with a black eye. What about it, Helen?'' 
The girl exhaled a long jet of cigaret smoke. 
"I know where I can get a dog like you 
want." Her voice was hard. 
Everyone began talking at once,- but I final!)' 
got directions from Helen and drove over to the 
West Side. It was a three-story tenement with 
a grocery store on the street level. Helen told 
us to wait and disappeared into the building. 
Fred was a little drunk and began to chant, 
"We've found a black-eyed dog, we've found a 
black-eyed dog," to the tune of "The Farmer in 
the Dell." He stretched out his legs and upset 
the box the mice were in and it took him about 
five minutes to catch them again. The girls were 
squealing about the mice, and laughing about 
riding around town with a prostitute. I was 
beginning to think that she'd just run off with 
our money; when suddenly she appeared with a 
small mongrel in her arms. She walked to the 
car and Fred let her in. 
"See," she said, showing us the dog, "A spot 
on his eye. I got to return him later." 
We all thanked her and the girls made a big 
fuss over the dog. I started the car and headed 
out · toward ·Glenwood Park. Fred began his 
chant again and Betty and Marge chattered away 
about the party. Helen sat with the little dog 
on her lap, stroking its ears. She wasn't staring 
·Twenty-Two 
straight ahead any more, but down at the dog. 
Just then the canary began to sing and everyone 
laughed. 
"What a menagerie," said Betty, '"Can't you 
just see Cissie's place when everybody gets 
back." 
I heard a cork pulled out of a bottle and Fred 
said, "Let's all have a drink." Everyone seemed 
to think that it was a good idea. 
'Til test it," he said, and he drank from the 
bottle. Then he turned to Helen. 
"Here, Helen old girl, have some Canadian 
Club." He handed her the bottle. She drank 
easily and passed it back to him. 
"Thanks," she said. 
"Okay," said Fred, and he offered the bottle 
to Betty. 
"Here, old kid - it's on me." 
Betty turned quickly and stared hard at the 
road ahead. 
"No thanks, Fred." 
"Aw come on, Betty. When Fred drink!, 
everybody drinks." 
"No THANKS!" 
Marge didn't want a drink either, so Fred 
shrugged his shoulders and settled back. Helen 
stared out into the night through the window 
at her side. The dog was asleep in her lap, but 
she kept stroking it gently. 
It was twelve-twenty when we passed through 
the stone gates in front of Cissie's place. Betty 
squealed. 
"Look- there aren't any other cars- we're 
the first ones back- we've won!" 
Everyone began laughing and chattering, ex-
cept for Helen. She just sat there staring down 
at the dog on her lap. I parked the car and Fred 
got out and wobbled up toward the house. Betty 
took the cage with the canary, Marge picked up 
the box with the mice in it, and they hurried 
after Fred. Betty paused at the door and called 
to me. 
"Hurry up, Ken. Someone might rush in 
ahead of us. Bring the dog and - well, 
come on." 
I opened the back door of the car. The girl 
was bent over the dog, still stroking it. 
"We're here," I said, "Let's go in and get a 
decent drink." 
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The girl didn't move. 
"Come on," I . said, "The others will be here 
any minute. Let's get in there and collect that 
Scotch." I touched her shoulder. 
She pulled away from me, and I heard a 
muffled, "Leave me alone!" 
"Hey- what's the matter?" 
'Tm not going in." It was a sob. 
·"I don't get it," I said. "Look - you don 't 
have to . DO anything. All you have to do is 
come in with me. It'll be a good party. Let's go." 
'Tm not going in." The words were bitten off. 
I was angry. "Now look," I said, "I've given 
you twenty dollars already and you're going to 
get one hell of a lot more. What do you expect?" 
She sat up straight and fumbled in her pocket-
book. Her face was all screwed up, and tears 
had silted mascara on her cheeks. 
"Here's your God-damned twenty dollars." 
She spat the words and threw a crumpled bill at 
me. "I ain't going in, see- !-ain't-going-in!" 
And then she turned and threw herself down on 
the seat with her head in her arms, sobbing. 
I drove her back to town. There wasn't any-
thing else I could do. 
Three Love Poems 
I stammered and stuttered and cursed 
And grew sick and faint 
With you beside me, 
Warmly familiar. 
My mind's hands and mouth 
Kissed and caressed, 
And the memory of it all 
Was something seen in the past 
And over a shoulder; 
And it built a high wall of concentration, 
And though I was high and could overlook, 
I could not climb 
And you would not. 
- 'Thomas C. F. Lowry, '49. 
I love you, but 
You curdle my blood. 
My flesh screams 
From desire, and yet -
Curls back in loathing from your 
Very sight. 
The nerve cords are raw 
From loving so intensely. 
My blood is steaming 
A bloody course through 
Constricted arteries; 
But the blood is lumpy, 
And I love you. 
- Hugh P. Reed, Jr .• '47. 
To a Virtuous Maiden 
Full heavy is my heart; it bends me low -
No trifling weight to carry press'd so 
tight-
Thy scorning mien my eyes are doomed 
to know, 
My ears to hear thy vilipending might, 
The stabs of pride compell'd to overlook 
(The love-charged heart will e'er surpass 
the proud), 
Thou temptress false, who hath my sane-
. ness took 
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By bidding evanescent hopes to crowd! 
They call thee angel's virtue incarnate, 
Strong proof, they say, 'gainst Satan's 
subtlest lure, 
Above, 'tis claimed, true nature's tend'rest 
bait; 
Yet spite of this I'll call thee paramour -
Far less than God or Man thy doom to 
mate; 
0 Constancy, thy virtue is thy fate! 
··-Robert M. Blum, '50 . 
Twenty-'Three 
L'Affaire Wallace 
Laurence L. Barber, Assistant Professor of History. 
On April 10 of this year, an American trav-
eler landed in Britain. Henry Wallace, Vice-
President under the New Deal, now editor of 
the N.ew Republic, was beginning a speaking 
tour of England, France, and Scandinavia. The 
tour had barely started when it provoked a furor 
of criticism from his home country; by the time 
it ended, two weeks later, it had produced inter-
national discussion of unprecedented vigor and 
bitterness. The American public found itself 
first surprised, then forced to take sides. · In thi! 
fury of the argument, there was a far greater 
amount of heat than light on both sides. 
Unfortunately Mr. Wallace is a man with a 
background of controversy. Few of those argu-
ing about the speeches did so on the basis of 
what was actually said; most drew upon their 
natural support or opposition to the speaker, or 
were victims of emotional phrases. Thus, there 
is need for a calm survey of exactly what the 
basic statements were, and what the present issues 
are which arise therefrom. From these state-
ments and issues can be formulated one's own 
opinions. 
Three major premises, frequently repeated, 
were involved in what Mr. Wallace said. The 
first was that we are living in one political world, 
which through present events and trends is 
rapidly splitting into two. Many persons foresee 
ultimate conflict between an American capital-
istic system and a Soviet communistic one. The 
major postulate of Wallace's position is a denial 
of the inevitability of this conflict, and an en-
deavor to find and build a middle position to 
bring the two systems into cooperation. He 
claims this continues the true Roosevelt policy, 
something denied by many who were close to 
Roosevelt. He contends that the present United 
States foreign policy is based on denial of the 
possibility of avoiding conflict and will lead 
inevitably to war, preceded by an imperialistic 
grab for military bases. Those who disagree with 
the basic postulate either feel that forcefulness 
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must be met with forcefulness or fear that the 
Wallace policy of conciliation and compromise 
is actually blind appeasement of a dangerously 
expanding enemy. Thus the issue is clear at the 
outset. Wallace believes in the possibility of one 
peaceful world; his oppo.nents assume the present 
and future existence of two major conflicting 
systems. Wallace feels compromise will produce 
that one world; his opponents are sure further 
appeasement will only sacrifice principle, pro-
mote further Soviet aggression, and weaken us 
for the warfare ahead. 
The second premise of the Wallace thesis has 
been the need and efficacy of an appeal to the 
mildly socialistic democracies of Western Europe 
to serve as a bridge between the capitalistic sys-
tem of the United States and the communistic 
system of the Soviet Union. This basic concern 
is found in virtually every speech. In England, 
Wallace disregarded his previous Madison 
Square Garden criticisms and urged Britain to 
lead the world toward a new peace. In Scandi-
navia he pleaded with the self-interest of small 
nations sure to be caught in the middle if a new 
war developed, warning Sweden and Denmark to 
trade their traditional neutrality for a bridging 
role. Finally, in Paris he argued that "France is 
called upon for the greatest mission of her 
existence, that of serving as a constructive syn-
thesis between two worlds, which to survive 
must become one." All this was a logical out-
come of his first premise - if one could accept 
that first premise. 
The third point in the program was an em-
phasis on the necessity for economic reconstruc-
tion. Basic in this would be a fifty billion dollar 
loan from the United States in the form of 
export goods, to serve the dual purpose of re-
building much of Europe, and cushioning Ameri-
can production after a short post-war boom. 
Prominent in the Wallace argument is the dis-
tinction between such loans for economic recovery 
and the use of loans for political purposes. 
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Especially in the earlier speeches he 5everely 
criticized the Truman administration for embark-
ing on a policy of giving loans to "every die· 
tator who will hoist the anti-Communistic skull 
and bones." British audiences shuffled in some 
embarrassment, realizing that at the moment the 
Greek and Turkish loans were before the United 
States Congress, and that one of these was to 
take over a policy which they had shifted to 
American shoulders. 
Again accepting Wallace's first premise, plus 
the assumption that American loans should then 
be economic rather than political, it was only 
natural that he should consider the Soviet Union, 
the greatest material sufferer from the recent 
war, a5 the best contender for a sizable portion 
of the proposed fifty billion dqllar . loan. While 
he was perfectly willing to have a United Nations 
committee determine priorities, he pointed to 
such deva5tation a5 that in the Ukraine, and sug· 
gested that the Soviet Union could well ask for a 
third of t.. a loan. 
With his confidence that a unified peaceful 
world could ultimately be created, and with a 
further belief that "Love creates a greater role 
than hate," Wallace also urged that American 
loans abroad be for economic and not military 
purposes. He disagreed "with those who say the 
la5t war wa5 caused by our failure to arm. It 
was caused by our failure to understand eco• 
nomic needs and relationships." 
These, then, are the ba5ic assumptions of 
Wallace's speeches in Europe- whether you 
accept them or not. First, the necessity and pos· 
sibility of one world in which the United States 
·a.nd the Soviet ~nion could live in peaceful com· 
promise. Secondly, that the socialistic govern· 
ments of the European democracies could show 
the way to this compromise. Thirdly, that 
economic reconstruction financed by heavy non 
political and non-military loans from the United 
States would best serve to underwrite such last· 
ing settlement. 
Several important criticisms have been made 
of Wallace's words and methods. One frequently 
expressed was that the problem which he posed 
Wa5 actually not one for the middle-way states to 
settle, but one basically for the Soviet Union and 
for Mr. Wallace's own country. This was sug· 
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gested by several ioreign spokesmen, and 
vehemently put forward by Americans who 
pointed out that the United States wa5 at the 
very moment pursuing its own solution in the 
form of the Greek and Turkish loans. Many felt 
that Mr. Wallace's place wa5 at home, lobbying 
against those loans, if he wished, rather than 
criticizing from aJar. Wallace's reply wa5 found 
in his second postulate, which emphasized the 
importance of lining up the middle group of 
states. He also pointed out that he had already 
made his position clear in the United States and 
would do so again on his return. 
Growing out of the criticism just considered 
is a subsidiary one, scarcely important, but well 
publicized, that Wallace skirted the edge of trea· 
son in criticizing the United States abroad. Cer· 
tain members of Congress pointed to the aged 
and rarely-used Logan Act, last remnant of the 
Alien and Sedition Acts, a5 prohibiting negotia· 
tion with foreign powers in order to defeat the 
mea5ures of the United States. Wallace in reply 
stressed the private character of his trip, and 
claimed that the act involved was one of wartime 
nature, charging that those who would apply it 
to him were assuming that the new war had 
already begun. 
A third criticism has been that Wallace's 
words and actions betrayed not only an anti· 
American but a definitely pro-Russian com· 
plexion. It wa5 notable that after contention 
arose, especially during the later or continental 
portion of the trip, Communist leaders were 
prominent in the Wallace entourage. Moreover, 
a5 the Communists moved nearer, many of the 
moderates who had joined in the original invita· 
tion shied away. One explanation, of course, 
might be found in the charge of "fellow trav· 
eler." A plausible alternative might be the nat· 
ural lack of enthusiasm of anti-communists 
toward any policy of compromise with a move· 
ment regarded as an enemy. Many on both sides 
of the Atlantic failed to see how Wallace could 
distinguish between his proclaimed opposition to 
communism as a movement and his -compromise 
with the Soviet Union a5 a nation. 
. The furor created by the Wallace stand under• 
lines a major shift in American policy since the 
war. Mr. Wallace finds himself akin to Mauldin's 
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os~acized. ex·GI, who had been · first to .clasp 
hands with the Russians at the Elbe, two .long 
years ago. For better or worse, . the American 
public and its policy have changed in those two 
years; Mr. Wallace and his .stand have not 
changed. In additi~n, the controversy emphasizes 
a tightening of attitudes within this country, 
even during the past year, as shown by the sus· 
picion and venom of both Wallace supporters 
and opponents toward anyone in the other 
camp. "Traitor" is being matched with "war· 
monger"; "crypto·communist'' with "imperial· 
ist." The reader may measure. the extent to 
which · div.ision haS- gone, by consid~~g his OW? 
reaction . to an article such .as this,. which con-
sciously tries to balance on the .intervening 
knife·edge. 
One question remains unsolved: "Why did he 
do it?" Is Wallace a vist~mary idealist, a master 
of political action, or merely slightly unbalanced? 
I venture to suggest that the _key to his actions 
i5 found in a statement at Stockho(m, .when he 
said. "I am a citizen of the . world." ... Perh_aps 
.the tragedy of Henry \Yallace. is that a _citizen 
of the world has become, in t.he bitter .~ra , of 
today, a .citizen without a home. 
The Setting and the Players 
George B. Dessart, Jr ., '48. 
1. 
The Room. It is less than an hour .before 
supper and there · is the hum of conversation. 
A YOUNG MAN whistles before the mirror, 
tying his tie. There is an air of freshened ex· 
pectancy about him. It is obvious that he has 
just stepped out of a shower. OTHERS in the 
Room are not dressing but . (lre. lounging about 
in several attitudes of comfort. HIS FRIEND 
sits at a desk. There is an open book before him 
but he is paying no attention to it. SOMEONE 
makes a comment, all laugh. The YOUNG 
MAN rejoins and there is more laughter. A radio 
sells clothing and plays popular music . with 
equally blissful unconcern. The YOUNG MAN 
selects a jacket from the closet, lights a. cigarette, 
and sits on a nearby bed. A game of bridge i~ 
~ -
going on and he J,llakes comments from time to 
time. In the distance, from beyond the case 
ment windows a bell tolls. The YOUNG MAN 
goes to the closet a second time, withdraws an 
overcoat and exits. 
2. 
A Hill. The road leads over its crest and down 
into the unseen valley. ·A house stands on -the 
summit, bleak and alone. It is an old house, built 
in the manner of a bygone era.. A wide porch 
surrounds it and a cupola stands above the 
shingled mansard. There are no lights .within 
<[ wenty~Six 
and the shutters hang limp and unca:red ,:fm;. 
Two black shapes stand against the sky. They 
were once trees. There is a moon . . Not a roman· 
tic moon. A moon made for this night and no 
other. Cold, dispassionate; cold and . far a.way 
and very white. The YOUN<;i MAN al).d THE 
YOUNG WOMAN appear, walking h.and :in 
hand past the house. They a_re engaged in _con· 
versation and first one and then the other permits 
his voice . to rise. They stop before the house. 
The YOUNG MAN gestures. His voice. is shrill 
now. The YOUNG WOMAN crOSI?fl! the 
blackened ground and leans . against the por-ch. 
The YOUNG MAN stands alone, not rn,qv;in.&. 
After :several . minutes he looks oyer. at th~ 
YOUNG ,WOMAN, turns abruptly and. st~~ 
off . .. 
3. 
A La~ge Room. It is of perhaps 2,000 square 
feet in floor space with approximately . .25,000 
cubic feet of air or . 5 00. cubit .feet per occupant. 
Two windows are open on . each sid~ -~d . !he 
average light disp~rsion is about. 40 q.ndle power 
at each of the forty . chairs. T.wo;hundred . ;at·t 
lamps . (fluorescent, . single . tube; .500 . candle 
power .test), are provided foLnight illumina~:io". 
On the forward wall hang two .charts, eac;h. pn 
3 5 per ·cent rag paper, four and one· half ~by 
three feet in size, printed in . sev~ntr.·two point 
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Cheltenham Bold type. Thus the charts may be 
assumed to be within the vision of the normal 
adult seated 33.7 feet away, assuming normal 
daylight conditions. Before the · charts stands an 
OLDER MAN with spectacles which had been 
perched primly on his nose but are now between 
the thumb and forefinger of his right hand, 173 
pounds per square inch pressure being exerted 
laterally through their frames. There are other 
MEN in the room and the YOUNG MAN sits 
far to the rear. The OLDER MAN is speaking 
in a normal tone of voice, enunciating clearly, 
and facing the others. Thus his ·voice may be 
heard some fifty-three feet away at a strength of 
seven decibels. The YOUNG MAN pockets a 
pencil, retrieves a book from the floor, and exits. 
4. 
Who is not well aware of with what inspira-
tional values architecture, which, vault upon 
vault, high arch arching higher, raises from the 
earth a mound of massive masonry, blends tone 
and symmetry into an ecstatic affirmation of 
existence? 
The Chamber and it is dusk. Pale lights play 
languidly, effusive refractions, upon the bare 
floor, which, cast in the eerie half-light, no can-
vas for the glazier, stands mute, immutable, the 
path to glory. Tones, massive in redolence, 
ascendant, ever undulating, suffuse all who lie 
within their reach. The YOUNG MAN sits on 
a hard bench. He has opened a book and is 
leafing through it absently. His eyes move 
swiftly from one to another of his companions. 
He runs a hand through his hair, slams the book, 
and rushes toward the door. He exits. 
5. 
Another City. An old brownstone not too 
far from the shopping district. The YOUNG 
MAN and the YOUNG WOMAN have en-
tered and are climbing a long flight of stairs. 
The walls are covered with metal stamped to 
resemble wall paper. They are yellow. The 
carpeting has worn thin in many places and the 
treads are too narrow. There is a musty odor 
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.reminiscent of last year's cabbage. The YOUNG 
MAN twists his hat in his hands. The YOUNG 
WOMAN is unsteady and stumbles seven! 
times. The YOUNG MAN does not seem to 
notice this. Neither speaks. They reach the top 
of the stairs and pause before the door. The 
YOUNG MAN produces two cigarettes, lights 
them after an unsuccessful attempt, and hands 
one to the YOUNG WOMAN. They draw 
heavily and stand motionless, searching each 
other's faces. After several long drags the 
YOUNG WOMAN knocks on the door. It is 
opened by an OLDER WOMAN. The two 
women exchange several words. The OLDER 
WOMAN steps aside and beckons. The 
YOUNG WOMAN enters. The YOUNG 
MAN takes one step forward and stops. There 
is a pungent smell within. He turns abruptly, 
mashes his hat over his face, and bolts down 
the stairs. 
6. 
A Mirror . In the mirror is reflected the back 
of a white coat and, farther in the distance, the 
YOUNG MAN who is sipping a drink which 
sparkles from the reflection of the light above 
which dims almost imperceptibly as soft tune-
less music floats through the bottles lined up 
before the mirror which are filled with the soft 
illumination which falls through the small wiw 
dow looking into the next room which is filled 
with couples who are lounged placidly on the 
leather couches which line the three walls and 
spill over into the room in which the YOUNG 
MAN is staring into ·the mirror which reflects 
the faces of several people sitting behind him 
in. the booths which crowd the wall on which 
other mirrors smaller than the one into whjch 
the YOUNG MAN stares and which reflect the 
smaller mirrors in which is reflected the face of 
a WOMAN who is smiling and smoking a 
cigarette which sends up threads of thin grey 
smoke which cloud the mirror into which the 
YOUNG MAN stares and which reflects the 
YOUNG MAN and he turns and walks 
unsteadily toward her. 
Twenty-Seven 
Alarum 
Harold W. Gleason, Jr., '48 . 
It is . 
It is not. 
It is too. 
The howl howls no nearer, but 
The red and white are larger 
On the blackened screen of night. 
In fact, it is upon us. 
You don't see anything : 
But there is a shower of molten, 
Nerve-tearing light 
And brass copulates with redness, 
A streaking trail of japanned ladder, 
Perhaps the eagle on the bell 
And helmets covering more than men. 
And then the after-glow which 
Is still brighter than nearer lights. 
You don't hear anything : 
But there is an orgasm of splintered, 
Tendon-rending throb and shriek 
Like the concert-climax of a gang 
Of frenzied bandsmen : the motor roll, 
The siren-flourish, and a hemi-demi-quaver 
From the big brass bell; 
And the ground-pounding, air-tearing 
Earthquake is passed on. • 
You don't feel anything: 
But there is a silence-surcease, 
Dulness-release that shoots you 
From your child-adulthood and puts you 
In a glorious purgatory of widest life, 
Wherein, by the way, you merge 
Rigidly with total humanity 
For thirty unaccountable seconds. 
Now, you castigate yourself for 
, Having kissed, embraced what is really real, . 
And pull back over your head 
The good grey comforter of 
The street's work-play-thought-speech. 
Gone but not forgotten is the people's 
Sweeping crimson servant, 
Like a kindly meteor articulate 
That arches for a moment toward 
The darkened universal surface, 
And then, perceiving man-myopia, 
Sweeps out again to lighten redly 
The more knowing, the far freer 
Precincts of space. 
The Ego of Vaucluse 
Alfeo H. Marzi, '47. 
" ... the poetry of a weak and tender soul who 
pours himself out in sweet laments, and is quite 
content so long as he is able to live an imaginary 
life and weave fantasies: the man vanishes in 
the artist." -De Sanctis. 
Rome, Easter Sunday, April 8th, 1341. 
Among the crowd that milled around the Capi-
tol to accompany his laurel with shouts, even the 
more prophetic-minded could hardly have sensed 
more than the revival of an inherited custom. 
For them the young man who approached in 
kingly purple,' with the praises of Rome upon 
his gratified lips, was primarily the symbol of an 
Italy that was beginning to reassert an exalted 
past. The young man himself had mused among 
her ruins, hoping, and even working," for the 
day when he might emerge the recognized head 
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of a literary movement that had reached back 
to ancient models. But to he adorned with that 
circlet in the Eternal City itself, to be associateo 
with poets one loved and read into the growing 
night, was enough to climax any man's endeavors 
-if not to date a milestone in the calendar of 
human thought. 
But that coronation, denied to a mind of equal 
prominence, came to this poet prematurely. Pop-
ularity had not accounted for three more dec-
ades of life, three more decades of correction and 
development. That restless heart had first begun 
to move in 1304 at Arezzo, a small Provencal 
town which had welcomed Petrarch 's retreating 
family, the victim of one of Florence's numerous 
banishments. Petrarch 's life, unlike that of Dante, 
had its beginning in distasteful exile. It seems 
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doubly cruel that a mind capable of such imagery 
could · not have evaded the parental curse of law 
studies. With colossal misjudgment but under-
standable anxiety, his exiled father sent him and 
his brother first to Montpellier, then to Bologna, 
in order to prepare for an uncertain world. 
These· years, the silent loss of which was so pain-
ful to Petrarch, ended with the death of his fa-· 
ther and a recall to Avignon, the city at which his 
family had finally settled." A single great let-up 
in that desert of law had been a charming stay 
at Carpentras where he had known the brilliant, 
unstable Convenevole only as a devoted pupil 
can know his master. Once more in the iniqui-
tous Babylon of the Papacy, Petrarch began the 
invectives he never tired of against that city 
while, with equal skill, he formed the friendships 
he could never have done without. This ability 
not only to find but fasten friends arose, to his 
credit, as much from his personality as from his 
obvious needs. Before long it gained him the 
alliance of the influential Colonna family and, 
with that, the partial security of a canonicate. 
The city he held with such disdain was destined 
to a warmer memory. At jts church of Santa 
Clara, on April 6th, 13 2 7, he first glimpsed the 
woman now forever fixed in the enchantment of 
the Sonnets, his single vernacular work. Some 
pens have been moved to call that meeting myth-
ological; others have been content to accept the 
marginal notes in Petrarch 's copy of Vergil.• 
There, alongside the immortal verses, he records 
with detail the inspiring event that gave rise to 
the introspective conflict between the flesh and 
the soul, a conflict whose concrete expression 
' Foulke, Some Love Songs of Petratrch, p. 41. 
"King Robert (of Naples) would have accom-
panied him, to place the crown upon his head with 
his own hand, but the infirmities of age forbade 
it. When Petrarch left Naples, the king kissed 
him, and threw around him his own purple 
mantle, so that the poet should have the appro-
priate apparel for the ceremony." 
"Mary Alden Ward, Petrarch, p. 99; Foulke, 
p. S7 etc. Petrarch's efforts in this direction 
may seem improper to us, if not contradictory, 
but that is only when we do not take the whole 
of his make-up into account. Recognition was 
dear to him and fortune, far from playing the 
strumpet, was more than generous to him in this 
respect. His popularity was so wide-spread as 
to demand a chapter's treatment in aome of 
his biographies I 
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posterity rereads with each fresh edition. · Again 
from A vignon, Petrarch undertook his first sig-
nificant trip to Paris and the Netherlands, the 
forerunner of many along which his life is 
traced. During that trip, even more so than 
before it, he must have revealed an ever-present 
desire for ancient manuscripts as yet authentic 
and safe from the copyist$' mutations. As with 
his fellow searchers, little could have quickened 
his heart more than when the dust-obliterated 
shelves rendered up some precious prisoner, inde-
scribably crabbed and faded, on a classic hith-
erto believed lost. When, in the company of his 
brother's steps, he later performed the startling 
climb of Mont Ventoux, he was only bringing 
the Renaissance to the mountain-side. After 
centuries of modesty, the vigor of a higher ele-
ment found a response in this impetuous breast. 
The treasured volume of the Confessions, kept 
within ready reach in his pocket, might have 
guided his eyes towards the s¥-y, but the insati-
able Petrarch had not attempted the ascent for 
just such a span alone. 
The ye;u- 1337 saw his first visit to Rome. 
Since to Petrarch's mind that city meant a spa-
cious shrine, he traveled there not unlike a pil-
grim; at sight of it the feelings he evinced were 
close_ to that hope for Italian unity which had 
first activated the epistles to the popes in Baby-
lon, and then an unrealistic embassy to the Em-
"The years devoted to a legal background were 
not entirely without fruit. Equipped with these 
earlier studies, Petrarch later won a case for 
Azzo da Coreggio who became from that time 
forward a life-long patron. 
•while such a dispute has all the semblance of 
one that arises after a man's death, that is hardly 
the case here. Petrarch's own friend, · James 
Colonna, informed the poet of his suspicions as 
to the reality of Laura. The similarity between 
her name and the aspired laurel proved too much 
for him, evidently. His doubts were soon invested 
with the stature of a theory, around which 
revolved the liveliest of debates. Now, persuaded 
by the researches of Abbe de Sade and others, 
and cognizant all the while of the nature of that 
relation and the unimportance of such things aa 
Laura's marriage and family, we are generally 
inclined to accept her existence. This Laura of 
Petrarch's sonnets is hardly the description of 
one definite, limited woman. Most emphatically 
it is the Laura of Petrarch's mind, a mind which 
needed but a stimulus. Ward, Petratrch, p. 47 
and followinK. 
peror Charles IV. In that imperial personage, 
as Dante in a former, Petrarch had watched a 
solitary hope kindle and wane. Within that 
year the first of two natural children was born; 
the elder, a boy, was later raised by decree to 
the level of legitimacy.' To his spirited father 
he proved as much a penance as his sister did a 
consolation for declining years. The end of 13 3 7 
had not come round before the modern Petrarch 
removed himself and his books to the idyllic 
retreat of Vaucluse. How deeply the poet esti-
mated the valley which severed him from the 
daily tumult of life is seen clearly in his own 
words, "Would you know what I do here? I 
live.,,. Part of that living meant the accom-
plishment of his most important literary work, 
hence the introspective quality of the sonnets 
and other pieces is as understandable as inevit-
able. That quality evolved as much from the 
man as the scenery which reflected him. 
After Vaucluse followed the shouts of Rome. 
Not without his own encouragement, he was 
invited to wear the laurel that left him undi»-
puted head of this retaken learning which 
threatened to make of Dan_te a culminating im-
petus. The Capitol passed, his life became more 
unsettled. We find him now on his way to 
Rome to meet an anachronous Rien~i, now along 
the road to Parma learning of his beloved's 
death, now again at Florence starting the famous 
acquaintance with Boccacio. Shortly after 
13 51, pe leaves the tranquillity of Vaucluse for 
a final time, and takes up his critici~ed stay at 
Milan. Even those friends who censured him 
either in person or by letter, could not deny that 
it was after all tyrants of the Visconti caliber to 
whom a strange providence had left for a short 
time the advancement of knowledge. The inti-
macy of scholars with tyrants was not altogether 
the sadistic pleasure of the scholar. Usually the 
latter, while he enjoyed security, might ration-
ali~e upon the aesthetic leanings of heartless men 
in quicksand tinies. Venice was the last city 
graced with the continued presence of the re-
nowned poet and, until the rashness of four 
'The existence of Petrarch's son is much based 
upon this papal bull of Clement VI. The girl 
was born in 1343 and is believed to be the 
daughter of the same unknown mother. 
•The thought is taken from Ep. Fam., xv: 3. 
as quoted in Mary Alden Ward's Petrarch, a 
sketch of his life and work. 
'Thirty 
Venetians sent him thence, Petrarch added more 
than one letter to his rising collection dealing 
with the regard with which the lagoons had 
received him. Fortunately this exit did not take 
place before his desire to see Homer in the Latin 
tongue was fulfilled. Venice behind, the end 
of a busy, stolen life drew near. SometimeS 
even the great pleasure of a trip was ruled out 
by a consumed nature, and the weakened Pet-
rarch understood the days had dawned for odds 
and ends, for those unambitious works that en-
gage a matured · mind. When controversy 
released him,' he might even revise and arrange 
some manuscripts into a book upon whose dedi-
cation appeared the name of a worthy friend. 
Finally, in 1374, at Argua he turned the final 
leaf of the studies so dear to him and cushioned 
his lifelesss head upon a book. 
Just what had made up that tired head is a 
knowledge partly opened to the scholar who 
would inquire into the wealth of biographical 
material. In an indicative sense, most all of 
Petrarch now read by the world and safe from 
the test of time, is biographical and introspec-
tive, at times even psychological. The Sonnets, 
his single work in the vernacular, ate the refined 
outpouring of the inner man, revealing in their 
melancholy a mind not quite enough of the old 
pattern nor in real possession of the new.' Their 
soft, delicate sentiment, their exquisite form 
have -brought to his name the aura of lover, the 
sympathy of generations. His numerous Letters. 
it goes without saying, written in the most ele-
gant Latin Petrarch could manage, are a copious 
backlog of passing thoughts and impressions, as 
well as an indispensable insight for historians. 
Before the modern reader, so remote in point of 
years, they unveil an invaluable gateway to this 
age so transforming in its implications. The 
personal work 'The Secret is, by the use of an 
imagined dialogue with St. Augustine, even 
beyond the word introspective in its shameless 
inquiry into a man's motives. Of the Latin 
works it is by make-up as well as content the 
'Among the last of the poet's work there are 
found two defenses, the first of his stand on the 
importance of Aristotelian study, the second of 
the preference of his Italy to an alien France as 
the seat of the Church's head. 
'By the Sonnets I imply as well other pieces 
such as the canzone and miscellaneous poetic 
expressions. 
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most holding. As for the Africa, the Latin 
epic upon which Petrarch rested his posthumous 
renown, neither the deadness of the language in 
which it was cast, nor the lack of real feeling 
with which it is charged could rescue it from 
the limbo of unopened books. In Petrarch 's 
case, as in many another, we remark that the 
position a man accords himself is often so widely 
contrasted with that the world confers him as 
to render self-estimation an illusion. 
My advantage, then, is to see what the ani-
mated crowd never guessed, nor could guess, 
without the cool insight of intervening years. 
To me the crown is not a matter of leaves, tinged 
with Roman grandeur, but the recognition of 
self-development, of the scholar who dared think 
of form for form's sake, and even went so far 
as to think of adopting the subject of self. It is 
not the flesh in the sonnets, nor the famous 
descriptions with which they are studded, but 
the outlook that led to such descriptions that has 
historical impact. The troubadours, too, had 
strung the exalted praise of woman, and yet we 
seldom know of their verses even when we are 
conscious of their existence.' Yet how many 
among us would feel weak in disclosing no 
acquaintance with Petrarch and his Laura? 
Whether or not Petrarch sensed it himself, and 
it is hard to imagine so active a mind not doing 
so, the desire for authentic works, the urge to 
revive a superior antiquity, had rendered him a 
perspective tool which could only remain cold 
in the hands of a collector, never in those of 
genius. As a man who enjoyed real personal 
powers, he discovered that investigation is but 
the springboard to creative effort. The great 
precursor of the Renaissance did not die with-
out feeling the creative impulse which increased, 
often contradictory sources could elicit in a man. 
Out of the systematized Middle Ages came the 
ego, not the scenery, of Vaucluse. 
ESTIMATION 
People are never tired of titles. We all would 
determine whether or not Petrarch is a human-
istic figure or another grand expression of the 
Renaissance. In his important transitional life, 
'Unwilling to play the complete eulogizer, I 
quote from Foulke. "He is indebted to the latter 
(troubadours) for many of his metres and sys-
tems of rhyme." The reader cannot be waiting 
for me to add what original wonder the genius 
effects with his sources? 
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I find both. I do not separate that which helps 
make a movement possible from the movement 
itself, expect it to rise like Venus up from the 
foam. With each manuscript the humanist so 
painfully transcribed, with each library a 
Petrarch dreamed about, somewhere an artist 
signed his name to his creation, somewhere an 
original approach was shaping. Petrarch him-
self, while he eyed the degree of his latinity, 
also produced sonnets so original and refined as 
to become models for much subsequent work. 
Petrarch himself, while he copied a thrilling dis-
covery of Cicero, was also moved by fame's spur 
to revive his papers and by that precaution save 
them the martyrdom of many ancient works. 
The promiscuity of the Gothic builders had 
passed from vogue. Petrarch surely escapes his 
humanistic bounds as he espouses the cause of 
Italian unity and then studies at a detached 
Vaucluse, giving there modern vent to his sub-
jective wakenings. Our poet may have appeared 
ashamed of his vernacular aberration; he none 
the less did an incalculable lot to establish the 
prestige of the Italian language and thus proved 
the innovator in spite of himself.'• That same 
Petrarch who suffered the inner conflict of a 
passing and coming age, who vaguely saw art in 
serfdom, who strongly did much to "free" that 
same art, cannot be but a Renaissance figure of 
the first import. His position is no more im-
paired by the century he occurred in than is that 
of other precocious minds. It is enhanced. 
PURPOSE 
Some people will never suffer me to miss 
his encyclopedic, cosmopolitan bend-as though 
encyclopedias were the flower of the Renaissance I 
-but it is the consequences of compiled knowledge 
that has been uppermost in my mind throughout 
this brief paper. Those consequences to me arc 
embodied in that restless life which saw the 
greater part of a century so vital in the grop-
ings of human thought. Along that cord which 
lifted the curtain of the following century 
Petrarch had found his grip. 
'"While the vernacular works of Dante, 
Petrarch, and Boccaccio were followed by years 
of Latin literature, it would be singularly naive 
to think that these men did not found among 
them the Italian of poetry and prose. To the 
contrary, the reader should be amazed at the 
maturity which this language early acquired. 
Some answer to that amazement, however, is 
surely revealed in the style-consciousness brought 
about by Latin usage. 
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